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Verify at www.atanet.org/verify

What is the ATA-certified translator seal?
The ATA-certified translator seal was developed for the exclusive use of ATA-certified members in good standing.
It offers certified translators an opportunity to document their certification for a client or translation job. The seal
includes a member’s name, unique certification number, and language combination. The seal also includes a link
to an online ATA verification system that allows a client to confirm the member’s certification.

How much does the ATA-certified translator seal cost?
It’s free!

How is the ATA-certified translator seal used?
The seal is available electronically as a JPG image. ATA-certified translators may also want to have their seals
made into rubber stamps or embossers. Translators may include the seal as part of a translation job or affix the
seal to a certification of accuracy statement. For information and examples of certification of accuracy statements,
please visit www.atanet.org/certification/certification_seal_how_to.php.

What is the ATA certification number?
A unique certification number is assigned to every ATA-certified translator. The member must log in and agree
to the terms and conditions of use before accessing the number. A client must have the member’s certification
number to complete the online verification request.

How does a client verify ATA certification?
The client must have the translator’s certification number in order to make the verification. After that, it’s
easy and in real time. To see the ATA-certified translator verification page, visit www.atanet.org/verify.php.

How do I get my ATA certification number?
If you are an ATA-certified member who would like to access your unique certification number, visit
www.atanet.org/certification/check_certification_res_mem.php.

How do I get my ATA-certified translator’s seal?
If you are an ATA-certified member who would like to download your electronic seal, visit
www.atanet.org/certification/check_certification_res_mem.php.

What are the terms and conditions of use for the seal?
In order to retrieve a certification number, the member must log in and agree to the terms and conditions of use.
These terms limit the use of the seal to ATA-certified translators who are currently members in good standing. To read
the complete terms and conditions of use, visit www.atanet.org/certification/check_certification_res_mem.php.
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National Clandestine Service.

YOUR MISSION: TRANSLATION
IN DEFENSE OF THE NATION.

BECOME AN NCS

LANGUAGE OFFICER.

Your foreign language skills can keep
America safe. It’s more than just
translating. It’s about interpreting
nuances and conveying cultural insights
for meaningful intelligence acquisition.
It’s about making a difference, 24/7.

Applicants must have US citizenship and the ability to successfully complete medical examinations and
security procedures including a polygraph interview. An equal opportunity employer and a drug-free work force.
For additional information and to apply, visit www.cia.gov
THE WORK OF A NATION. THE CENTER OF INTELLIGENCE.
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Timothy A. Gregory is an ATA-certified Arabic➝English translator. He has
worked with both UNIX and Linux/FreeBSD servers and desktop systems in a
professional capacity and as a hobby. He has been working with Arabic on
computers since the early 1990s. Contact: tgregory@tarjema.com.
Michelle Hof is a conference interpreter and trainer. She is a member of
the International Association of Conference Interpreters and the Agrupación de
Intérpretes de Barcelona. She is a trainer for the MA in Conference Interpreting
program at the University of La Laguna. She is also the author of The
Interpreter Diaries (www.theinterpreterdiaries.com), a blog that looks at the
life and work of a conference interpreter. Originally from Canada, she now
lives in Tenerife, Spain. Contact: interpdiaries@gmail.com.
Alan Melby is an ATA director and a past
chair of ATA’s Translation and Computers
Committee. He is a professor of linguistics at
Brigham Young University, Provo campus,
where he is the director of the Translation
Research Group. His expertise includes
translation technology, terminology interchange standards, and computer-assisted
language learning. He became interested in tools for translators in the late
1970s. He designed MTX, one of the first microcomputer-based terminology
management systems in the early 1980s. He has been listed in the
International Who’s Who in Translation and Terminology and was the recipient
of the Eugen Wüster prize in 2007. Contact: akmtrg@byu.edu.

Naomi J. Sutcliffe de Moraes is an ATA
director, chair of ATA’s Translation and
Computers Committee, and treasurer of ATA’s
Portuguese Language Division. She has a PhD
in linguistics from the University of São Paulo,
Brazil, a law degree from the University of
London, and degrees in engineering and
physics from the University of California, Los
Angeles. She translates legal and engineering documents from Portuguese into
English. Contact: nmoraes@justrightcommunications.com.

Are You

LinkedIn?
Take advantage of your ATA membership. Joining LinkedIn
through ATA gives you an instant community with opportunities
to grow your network quickly. Don’t wait—get your online
networking underway! To join, just visit

www.atanet.org/linkedin.php.

November 16, 2011
12 Noon Eastern Time
Careers in Translation and Interpreting
Live and On-Demand Training for
Professional Translators and Interpreters

ATA Webinars

For more information,
visit www.atanet.org/webinars
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Presenters: Geoff Koby and John Shaklee
The increasing diversity of the U.S. population, the growth in
international trade, and even the booming Internet have created a strong demand for professional translators and interpreters. A 2010 report from the U.S. Department of Labor
states that the employment of linguists is projected to
increase 24% over the next decade. Learn more about your
options to grow in your career and expand your business by
participating in this webinar.
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From the President

Nicholas Hartmann
President@atanet.org

A Tip of the Hats

I have worn a number of ATA hats

since becoming a member in 1984,
including contributor to The ATA
Chronicle, committee member and
chair, division administrator, Board
member, secretary, and president-elect/
conference organizer. However, this
most recent role—my two-year term as
president, which ends in a few weeks
in Boston—has offered the greatest
challenges and the greatest rewards.
The office of president is a unique
platform from which to influence, to
suggest, and often to cajole and persuade, and I have tried to make the best
possible use of that opportunity.
Because I believe that organizational
governance is fundamental—any mechanism runs better if you keep it properly
maintained—my priority since 2009
has been to build on previous work as
chair of the Governance and Communications Committee by promoting the
creation of a coordinated set of “identity documents” for ATA. Our new
Mission Statement and Code of Ethics
and Professional Practice can now
function as tools for defining ourselves
to one another and to the outside world,
and for evaluating our internal and
external relationships.
Much of what has been achieved in
ATA within the past two years has
been accomplished by my colleagues
on the Board of Directors and by many
other Association members in many
different capacities. To mention only a
few examples of the important work
that has been done: ATA’s internal
framework of divisions has been thoroughly reconsidered and is now developing toward a “network” model that
better meets our profession’s needs in
this hyper-communicative age; the
Translation Company Division, in particular, has begun to embrace business-savvy freelancers as well as
company owners. Significant progress
has also been made toward external
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My two-year term as president has offered the greatest
challenges and the greatest rewards.
validation of our Certification
Program, and our credential is already
attracting recognition from other
organizations around the world. With
the development of an increasingly
large and varied program of webinars,
our educational offerings have become
more accessible and flexible. Thanks
to sincere efforts on both sides, ATA
and the machine translation profession
have finally begun a cordial conversation that will help both of us understand the real utility of this emerging
technology. Last but not least, ATA’s
interpreter community, which has
always enjoyed great respect and has
benefited for many years from a wide
range of services and programs, is
now being explicitly recognized in
many new ways.
I have done everything I can to
encourage and assist my fellow members in these undertakings, and they in
turn have supported my efforts to give
something back to ATA as partial
repayment for all that I have gained
from this Association. I hereby thank
you all, collectively but no less

Check Out
ATA’s Online Events Calendar
www.atanet.org/calendar

sincerely. There are, however, two
people I wish to thank individually.
The first is Walter Bacak, our
extraordinary Executive Director.
Without the ever-resourceful Mooch,
and the dedicated Headquarters staff
he has assembled and nurtured, I
would never have taken on this job.
His experience and insight (and good
company) were essential to everything I did as president.
The past two years would have
been nowhere near as productive, and
definitely not as much fun, without
the friendship and support of our next
president, Dorothee Racette. She and
I worked together very effectively
during my term, and I have come to
admire her qualities above all of good
judgment, courage, and perseverance.
She has a clear vision of what ATA
can and should become, along with
the skills and character to move us in
the right direction. Please support her
as you have supported me.
I look forward to seeing many of
you in Boston, and to a bright future
for this Association.

Are you a nonprofit translation or interpreting organization with an upcoming
event? Let us know about it by sending
an e-mail to ATA Headquarters with the
event name, organizing group, and contact or website information. And don’t
forget to use ATA’s online calendar to
learn about other events.
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From the President-Elect

Dorothee Racette
dracette@hughes.net

Working Together for the Greatest Benefit

This is my last column as the con-

ference organizer, and for once, I will
not use this place to extol the benefits
of attending professional events.
It has been rewarding and interesting
to find out what happens behind the
scenes at ATA’s Annual Conferences,
and the experience has further increased
my respect for ATA staff members who
make it all happen. At the same time,
your ideas and suggestions are essential
for shaping our conferences to meet
your needs, so be sure to provide future
conference organizers with the same
amount of feedback you sent me!
You may have noticed that things
have gone remarkably well within our
Association in the past few years. We
weathered a devastating economic
recession without losing a significant
percentage of members, added new
educational offerings online, and
boosted the activities of our divisions.
We made significant strides toward the

I want ATA to be the organization of choice
for linguists.
keyboarded certification exam, signed
a contract for the redesign of our website, and worked to strengthen our credential further. Many of these
accomplishments would not have happened without the leadership of outgoing ATA President Nick Hartmann,
who made sure everyone’s voice was
heard. He listened, provided guidance,
and encouraged volunteers to work as
a team. ATA’s upbeat outlook for the
future is the result of his many carefully weighed decisions. It has been a
wonderful learning experience to work
with Nick. I hope to continue, for the
benefit of all ATA members, the well-

ATA eCONFERENCE
Can’t be in two rooms at the same time at ATA’s Annual Conference? You don’t
have to be! Sessions at ATA’s 52nd Annual Conference will be audiotaped,
synchronized with supporting slides, and integrated with handouts to create an
online multimedia experience. Discount available for conference attendees who
pre-order. Look for this unique eConference on the conference registration form.
To learn more, visit www.atanet.org/conf/2011/dvdrom.htm.
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established atmosphere of listening
and dialogue he leaves behind within
the Association.
My appreciation also goes to all the
other volunteer leaders whose terms
will come to an end in Boston. Without
their commitment and input, none of
the exciting membership benefits of our
Association—so abundantly evident in
the final program for the Boston conference—would be possible.
During my time in office as ATA’s
president, I hope to pursue, or at least
advance further, several goals. I want
ATA to be the organization of choice for
linguists: an effective and functional
professional association that provides
up-to-date business information,
offers modern tools for further qualification, and brings industry stakeholders together to raise public
awareness of the important work we
do. The business education we offer is
already setting us apart on an international scale, but we can still do more
to advance the quality of our translation credential and to promote interpreter credentials from other sources.
Ideally, I would also like to improve
internal communication among different interest groups, such as chapters and divisions, in order to make
the work of dedicated volunteers as
effective as possible and generate
greater benefit from each group’s
ideas and efforts.
I look forward to working with
you and for you, and to seeing you
in Boston!
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From the Executive Director

Walter Bacak, CAE
Walter@atanet.org

ATA’s Culture of Giving

ATA is fortunate to have so

many members who are willing to
share their time and expertise with
their colleagues. Their generosity is
spotlighted this time of year, when we
see members giving presentations
at the Annual Conference and stepping up to volunteer to serve on
the Board.
As noted previously in this
column, literally hundreds of volunteers are involved in making ATA
what it is: the conference presenters at
over 150 session; the over 100 members involved in the Certification
Program; all the folks serving in leadership positions on the Board, committees, divisions, and chapters; and
those who pen articles for The ATA
Chronicle and division newsletters.
This culture of giving has been
passed down and enhanced over the
years.
We have all read how fewer people
are able to volunteer due to work or
family obligations. This is completely
understandable. But even with minimal effort, the culture of giving back
to the profession can carry on. A
simple, yet pivotal, example is when a
veteran conference attendee helps a
first-timer decipher the session
schedule or just offers a few encouraging words. It never fails that after
each conference, first-time attendees
let me know how impressed and
appreciative they are of the collegiality and willingness of ATA members to share their knowledge.
This tone is set from the top. ATA’s
Board of Directors nurtures this sense
of giving and works to ensure that it
permeates the organization.
This year, ATA is holding elections
for president-elect, secretary, treasurer,
and three directors. Thanks to the
candidates—Caitilin Walsh, Frieda
Ruppaner-Lind, Boris Silversteyn,
Gabe Bokor, Virginia Anderson, Lois
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Feuerle, Vania Haam, Gerardo Konig,
Virginia Pérez-Santalla, and Timothy
Yuan—for being willing to give of
their time and expertise. (For more
information on ATA’s elections,
please see www.atanet.org/member
ship/election2011.php.) Regardless of
the election results, ATA’s culture of
giving will continue, as all of these
candidates have a strong record of

actively supporting ATA and helping
others.
In closing, take the time to post a
response to a listserv query, write an
article for The ATA Chronicle, or even
run for the Board. By doing what you
can, you are making ATA a special
organization and continuing ATA’s
culture of giving.

Are You an ATA Member
Who Wants to Save Money?
See what discounts your fellow
members offer you through ATA’s
Member-Provider Program!
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Tool Kit
Payment Practices
Translate Write
The Translator’s Tool Box
Getting Started as a Freelance Translator
Translation Office 3000

Visit

www.atanet.org/providers.php
to start saving!
To become a member-provider or to learn about the benefits of
the program, contact ATA Member Benefits and Project
Development Manager Mary David at mary@atanet.org.
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Transit NXT
Taking Translation Memory to the Next Level
STAR Group

is a world leader in
translation services and technologies. For
over 26 years, STAR has been at the forefront of language technology - committed to unsurpassed innovation and
quality. Now STAR is bringing translators the next level of translation memory
software with Transit NXT.

Transit NXT Reliability
The Transit developers have worked
relentlessly to make Transit NXT the most
reliable translation memory tool available. This is critically important to the
thousands of freelance translators, translation agencies and enterprise users of
Transit. It is also critically important to
the STAR Group. Why? Because STAR
is also a language service provider.
STAR’s project managers along with
their translation teams in their 42 offices
around the world depend on Transit
everyday. This means that you can be
confident using Transit NXT.

What Makes Transit NXT Different?
Transit is unique in that the translation memory is stored in a tagged XML
file-based format. This creates plain-text
language pairs that can be used directly
as a translation memory which provides a
number of benefits such as smaller file
size, easier file-handling and management, and complete segment context.
This concept has proven its effectiveness
for more than two decades of processing
large quantities of data.

Software Localization
Transit NXT is translation and localization in one. Using Transit NXT, you can
process software binary formats,

including resource files (.rc, .res, .resx),
.exe, .bin, dll, and other formats.
Using the built-in Resource Editor,
the translator can dynamically preview,
adjust, and align the position and size of
software dialog elements.

Innovative Features and Functions
Transit NXT has a number of original
innovative features and functions that
have been years in the making.
Transit NXT is a feature-rich system with a
proven record of success.

terminology and subject-matter research
from within Transit NXT.
Customizable Environment –
Transit NXT offers a variety of ways to
customize your working environment.
You can even create project templates
for quick and consistent project set-up.
Virtual Segment Joining – Content between the source and target languages can be clearly linked, even if the
number of segments in the language
pairs differ.

The objective of Transit NXT is not to replace
translators, but to provide them with the support
needed to increase translation productivity while
improving translation quality.
Transit NXT Key Features:
Dual Fuzzy – Proposes more fuzzy
matches by searching both the source
and target languages for similar sentences, producing translations with
greater consistency.
Synch View – View PDF, HTML,
and XML source documents in the
Synch View window in synchronization
with the language pair, making it easier
to reference the source text.
Markup – Simplifies tag handling
and text formatting, allowing the translator to focus on translation, not layout.
Resource Editor – Dynamically
preview, adjust, and align the position
and size of software dialog elements.
Web Search – Search multiple websites simultaneously to aid in

Concordance Search – The concordance search with fuzzy-match logic allows greater consistency in translations
by allowing the translator to quickly
and easily search for individual words,
phrases, or similar terms in the language
pair and/or translation memory.
Language Support – Transit NXT
supports more than 180 languages and
language variants. Transit was the
world's first translation memory tool to
properly display and process complex
languages (e.g., Asian languages and
Arabic) by using double-byte Unicode.
File Support – Transit NXT supports
more file types than any other translation memory system. If you are working
with a unique or proprietary file type,
the technical staff at STAR can create a
custom file filter to meet your needs.

Advertisement

TermStar NXT Terminology Consistency
TermStar NXT is a powerful terminology management system that is fully integrated into Transit NXT.
During translation, Transit continually searches the TermStar databases for
terminology entries. If source matches
are found, the text is highlighted in the
language pair and the corresponding
translation is displayed in the terminology window. Thanks to Transit’s unique
technology, it can search for terminology
in as many databases as you wish, located
anywhere on your PC or network. Terms
not found in your terminology database(s) can be easily transferred from the
language pair into the TermStar terminology database without the need for
retyping.
Additionally, TermStar’s fuzzy logic
makes it possible to perform a fuzzy
search for terms, thus increasing the
number of matches returned

Quality Assurance
To validate quality after translation,
Transit includes functions that allow the
user to manually or automatically review
numerous quality criteria such as:

Transit NXT addresses the real issues in translation
today – developed by a team of software engineers
and language experts with extensive
translation experience.
Transit NXT is available in three different versions accommodating the personal
needs of freelance translators, translation
agencies, and enterprise users. Transit
can be implemented in both a standalone
desktop environment or a network environment.
▲ Transit NXT Professional – The complete package for organizations, project managers, and translators
responsible for the project management, distribution, and execution of
multilingual translation projects.
Freelance Pro – De▲ Transit
signed for the individual translator
who works alone and is responsible
for the project management and/or
translation of single-language translation projects.
NXT

▲ Transit NXT Workstation – Designed
for the individual translator who is
primarily responsible for translation.

Transit NXT Time-Limited Licenses
Interested in working with Transit NXT
but not ready to make a full commitment
yet? No problem. Just visit STAR’s
WebShop – http://shop.star-group.net.
There you can purchase 3-, 6-, 9-, or
12-month licenses of any of the
Transit NXT versions. If you decide you
would like a perpetual license, your timelimited purchases are credited towards
the purchase of your perpetual licenses.

Try Before You Buy
STAR offers 30-day fully-functional
evaluation licenses of Transit NXT. If you
would like an evaluation copy, send an
e-mail to TransitNXT@us.star-group.net
and mention promo code ATA0311.
Indicate which version of Transit you
would like to try.
To learn more about Transit NXT or any
of STAR's products or services, visit
www.us.star-group.net.

▲ Translation completeness
▲ Terminology consistency check with
the ability to check based on prioritized terminology databases
▲ Markup/Format and number check
▲ Spell check via spell checkers, dictionaries, or reference material
▲ Text length, field size, and structure
for software localization verification
▲ Create notes for segments requiring
clarification
▲ Create a printout of all corrections

A Version for Everyone
Switching to Transit NXT is easy. Using
the built-in conversion utility, you can
easily convert your existing translation
memory for problem-free use in Transit.
Importing your existing terminology
databases into TermStar NXT is just as
easy.

Transit NXT’s Synch View and Resource Editor allows the translator to view the complete context of the text being translated in its original layout in synchronization with the
language pair. In the software localization project above, the Resource Editor allows the
translator to see the software dialog that is being translated for both the source and target languages. The Resource Editor is synchronized with the language pair, automatically
highlighting the text string that is being translated. The translated text dynamically appears in context in the Resource Editor’s target window. If the translated text is too long
for the available space, the translator can resize or reposition the software text
element directly in the Resource Editor.

The Seoul of Standards and You
By Alan Melby

What is a standard?

Standards ensure desirable characteristics of products and services such as
quality, environmental friendliness,
safety, reliability, efficiency, and
interchangeability. We certainly know
when a product or service meets our
expectations, but most of us tend to be
unaware of how much the adoption of
an industry standard contributes to
our overall level of satisfaction. When
standards are absent, however, we
soon notice. It makes a difference
when products turn out to be of poor
quality, do not fit, are incompatible
with equipment we already have, or
are unreliable or dangerous. When
products, systems, machinery, and
devices work well and safely, it is
often because they meet standards.
International standards are standards
developed by international standards
organizations. ISO standards are documents approved by the International
Organization for Standardization, the
most widely recognized developer and
publisher of international standards in
the world. ISO1 is a global network
comprised of national standards bodies
in around 160 countries, with a central
office in Geneva, Switzerland, which
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ISO Technical Committee 37 is currently working
on proposed standards directly related to the
translation industry.
coordinates ISO activities and publishes the finished standards.
There is an ISO standard for almost
everything, from spices to film speed,
but how do standards come about? A
standard is the result of an agreement
among participating member bodies of
ISO regarding rules, practices, or
guidelines for an activity involving
science, technology, or industry, with
the goal of achieving optimum community benefits. Usually, an industry
sector first communicates the need for
a standard to a national member body.
The latter proposes this need to ISO as
a whole. Once the need for an international standard has been recognized
formally, the definition of the technical scope of the proposed standard
must be agreed upon. An important
step toward an international standard
takes the form of a committee draft

document detailing a proposed standard. This draft is circulated for study
within an ISO technical committee (of
which there are over 200). Comments
are gathered, responded to, and taken
into account in subsequent drafts.
There are usually several stages of
drafts before a document concerning a
proposed standard is sent from a technical committee to the central ISO
office for final editing and publication.
At each stage in the life of an ISO document, there is a ballot vote. Usually, a
three-fourths majority, sometimes a
two-thirds majority, of approvals by
ISO member bodies is required before
moving on to the next stage.2
What about standards for translation? One technical committee important to ATA, namely, ISO Technical
Committee 37, is currently working
on proposed standards directly related
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to the translation industry. The committee’s mission states that it is
working toward the “standardization
of principles, methods, and applications relating to terminology and
other language and content resources
in the contexts of multilingual communication and cultural diversity.”3
The committee met this past June in
Seoul, South Korea, and ATA was
well represented. What follows is a
brief report on two as-yet-unpublished translation-related standards in
different stages of development. Both
of them apply to all phases of a translation project (pre-production, production, and post-production).
Translators are involved in the production phase of translation projects
every day. In the overall multilingual
document production chain—consisting of requesters (i.e., buyers of
translation services), various types of
providers (from large translation companies to individual translators who
work directly with requesters who then
become clients), and end-users of the
service (who read the translation)—
effective communication among all of
these stakeholders is crucial. Both of
the standards under development
address the need for communication
among all parties involved in the translation process. One of the standards
provides guidance for all stakeholders
in a translation project. The other
defines an electronic “package” for the
various elements of a translation
project, such as the source text, specifications about how, when, and for
whom to translate the source text,
resources for the translator, and, eventually, the final translation. Both of
these standards promote the use of
detailed specifications for translation
projects, and both, once published,
will have the potential to affect ATA
members.
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Guidance for Translation Projects
(ISO 11669)
The project closest to publication as
an ISO document is the one that provides guidance for all stakeholders in a
translation effort. The official name of
this document is “Translation projects – General guidance.” A draft version of this document was sent out in
late July 2011 to be reviewed by
national member groups of the 26
countries participating in this project.
The results of the vote will not be
available until after this article goes to
press. Assuming ISO 11669 receives
the required two-thirds majority vote,
this guidance document for planning
and carrying out translation projects
will be published in the first quarter of
2012 as ISO TS 11669. The designation “TS” (Technical Specification)
means that it will not yet be a full ISO
standard. It will first undergo a period
of up to three years of practical use by
the public before the project teams
decide whether to begin the ISO
process of making it into a full standard.4
What will be in this translation
guidance document that could affect
freelance translators and other ATA
members? The heart of the document
is a framework for developing structured project specifications. Specifications? Nothing more exotic? Some
readers may wonder why they should
make a big deal out of structured
specifications, especially when the
only specifications they receive from
their clients consistently, along
with the source text, are the target language and the due date (which is
usually yesterday, or the day before
yesterday).
Well, the U.S. delegation to ISO
Technical Committee 37 believes that
pinning down as many specifications
as possible before starting a translation project will help you and your

client communicate better. In particular, this document should increase
satisfaction for both the client (who
requests the translation service) and
the end user (who uses your translations). The actual specifications are
grouped into four categories (linguistic, production, environment, and
relationships). Some of the most commonly used linguistic specifications
are target language, audience, and the
purpose of the translation. Production
specifications clarify who will be
doing what. For example, who will be
doing the initial translation, who will
be comparing the initial translation
with the source text, and who will be
proofreading the final target text.
Environment specifications include
any resources (e.g., translation memories and terminology files) that should
be referred to during the translation
process. Relationship specifications
include when the translation is due
and how much the translator will be
paid. For more information, please
visit www.ttt.org/specs.
The notion of structured specifications for translation started about 10
years ago during work on the U.S. standard for quality assurance in translation
(published in 2006 as ASTM F257506), a standards project in which ATA
was an active participant.5 Although the
ASTM translation quality assurance
standard was originally developed
under ASTM main committee F15
(consumer products), it is now under the
newly formed main committee F43
(language standards). Structured specifications are central to the ASTM standard. The ISO translation guidance
document, in turn, is based on the
approach that was used in the ASTM
standard. You can have a preview of the
upcoming Translation projects –
General guidance document (ISO
11669), either by purchasing the ASTM
standard or by downloading the ·
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free brochure Translation: Buying a
Non-Commodity from ATA’s website
(www.atanet.org/docs/translation_
buying_guide.pdf).6

A New Kid on the Block (Linport)
The second future standard that
could affect translators, project managers, and clients alike determines
how to combine all of the elements of
a translation project into one digital
package. One type of digital package
is a zipped file containing the source
text and everything needed to translate the source text appropriately.
To someone requesting translation
services, a standard way to combine
the elements of a translation project
means that the source text, initial specifications, and resources needed by a
translator (such as a corporate glossary,
for example) can be put into one file
and sent to the translation provider.
This can be done regardless of whether
the provider is another department in
the same organization, a large translation company, or a freelance translator.
As the project evolves, any additional
specifications can be included so that
they stay with the source text.
Following this procedure will help
avoid the difficulty often faced by
translators who are asked to translate
without even the basic specifications
of audience and purpose.
The need for a universal digital
package was discussed in Seoul this
past June during LaRC,7 a standards
conference preceding the official
meeting of ISO Technical Committee
37. At LaRC, it was pointed out that
although several of the tools used by
translators, such as Trados 2007, Déjà
Vu, Star Transit, and MemoQ, have a
digital package feature, each tool has a
proprietary format and packages from
one tool are not usable in another.
In order to allow translators to be
more flexible regarding the tools they
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Pinning down as many specifications as possible
before you start translating will help you and
your client communicate better.
use, the proposed universal package is
not tied to any particular translation
tool or tool vendor. A frustrating
aspect of translation work these days
is that sometimes clients insist on the
use of a particular tool, even though
the translation could be done in
another tool. Instead of being tied to a
particular tool, the selection of a
translator should be more closely tied
to the nature of the translation project.
The question that should be asked is
this: “Are the translator’s skills and
experience a good match with the
audience, purpose, and subject matter
of the source text?”
A universal package should not be
tied to a particular tool, but it should
use specifications that are compatible
with the structure of the specifications
in the Translation projects – General
guidance document described in the
first part of this article.
In order to be useful, translation
project packages must be both toolindependent and implemented widely.
The challenge is that there are multiple independent initiatives involved
simultaneously in developing a universal translation project package.
Therefore, in order for a format to be
universal, the various efforts focusing
on this area would ideally merge, or at
least cooperate. Two of these standard
efforts are:
1. The Container Project, which was
started in March 2011 at the standards summit in Danvers, Massa-

chusetts, hosted by the now defunct
Localization Industry Standards
Association; and
2. The Multilingual Electronic Dossier
(MED) Project, which was developed within the European Commission’s translation department.
The developers of these two efforts
learned about each other at the end of
April and found that they shared the
same goal of developing a standard way
to package the elements of a translation
project. Significantly, these two efforts
have recently merged into a single effort
called Linport (Language Interoperability Portfolio), and their separate
approaches are currently being unified
through discussion and compromise.
Such dialogue is important because it
means there will not be two competing
types of digital packages, one from the
Container Project and the other from the
European Commission MED Project. A
more detailed description of Linport can
be found at www.linport.org, including
a list of supporting organizations (e.g.,
Globalization and Localization Association, Directorate-General for Translation—European Commission, International Federation of Translators,
Brigham Young University, and others).
Another effort that needs to be
coordinated with Linport is the
Interoperability Now! initiative
(http://interoperability-now.org/tiki/).
In an early August teleconference, the
members of the Linport team spoke
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Who’s Who in the ATA–ISO Connection?
with members of the Interoperability
Now! initiative, and it was agreed that
both groups would exchange project
information.
One principle that has already been
agreed upon by Linport and
Interoperability Now! is that the digital packages they are developing will
not replace such standards as TMX
(for translation memory files), TBX
(for terminology files), and XLIFF
(for source and target texts), but rather
include them inside packages when
they are part of a translation project.8
At some point, the work of the
Linport Project will be turned over to
ISO for eventual publication as a standard closely tied to the Translation
projects – General guidance document (ISO 11669).

Everyone Wins with Linport
The Linport Project aims at
increasing freedom:
• The freedom of translation
requesters (clients) to choose from
a larger pool of translators.

Beatriz Bonnet
ATA: Chair of ATA’s Standards Committee; recently on the Board of Directors
ISO: Project leader for ISO 11669 (Translation projects – General guidance)

Sue Ellen Wright
ATA: Chair of ATA’s Terminology Committee
ISO: Chair of the United States Technical Advisory Group for ISO TC 37

Claudia Angelelli
ATA: Chair of ATA’s Education and Pedagogy Committee; recently on the Board of Directors
ISO: Project leader for ISO 13611 (Community interpreting)

Jiri Stejskal
ATA: Past ATA President (2007-2009)
ISO: Member of the U.S. TC 37 TAG

Alan Melby
ATA: Member of the Standards Committee; member of the Board of Directors
ISO: Editor ISO 11669 (Translation projects – General guidance)
Other members of the U.S. delegation who were at the meetings in Seoul
included ATA members Marjory Bancroft and Barbara Inge Karsch, as well
as John “Monte” George, who works with terminology databases within
the U.S. government.

• The freedom of those providing the
translation services (the translator
and any intermediate translation
companies) to work with a larger
pool of clients.
• The freedom of translation tool
vendors to compete for market
share on a larger and more level
playing field.
Everyone involved in the Linport
effort is aware of the challenges ahead
in defining a universal package for
translation projects. The potential
benefits to all stakeholders are viewed
as justifying an attempt to overcome
these challenges.
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Bottom Line
The translation-related standards
discussed in this article are intended
to help translators in their daily work.
The forthcoming Translation projects – General guidance (ISO 11669)
document should help you, the translator, better communicate with clients
and better satisfy the needs of clients
and end users. An eventual universal
translation project package should
increase your flexibility in selecting
tools and working with clients.

A cknowledgments: Michael Metzger,
administrator of ATA’s Language
Technology Division (LTD), stimulated the writing of this article by suggesting that standards could be
discussed in the LTD meeting in
Boston, and that the discussion would
be more effective if ATA members had
some background information in
advance. Julianne Long helped edit
the article before it was submitted for
publication, and several members of
ATA’s Board of Directors made valuable suggestions.
·
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Notes
1. This acronym can be confusing, so
here is a bit more information.
Because “International Organization for Standardization” would
have different acronyms in different languages (IOS in English,
OIN in French for Organisation
internationale de normalisation),
its founders decided to give it a
short, all-purpose name. They
chose ISO (derived from the Greek
isos, meaning “equal”). So, whatever the country, whatever the language, the short form of the
organization’s name is always ISO.
2. ISO Frequently Asked Questions,
www.iso.org/iso/support/faqs.htm.
3. ISO Technical Committee 37, www.
iso.org/iso/standards_development/
technical_committees/other_bodies/
iso_technical_committee.htm?com
mid=48104.
4. More information on ISO processes
and procedures can be found at
www.iso.org/iso/standards_develop
ment/processes_and_procedures.htm.

www.star-group.net

Targeted communication
using corporate language
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TermStar

5. ASTM F2575-06, www.astm.org/
Standards/F2575.htm.

How to Get Involved
After reading this article, if you want to be proactive and get involved in the development of translation-related standards, instead of just waiting for them to be published, there are several options:
1. Check the Linport website from time to time (www.linport.org) for news
and downloads.
2. Join ATA’s Language Technology Division, where information about the
Linport project will be distributed from time to time.
3. Contact Beatriz Bonnet or Sue Ellen Wright (see box on page 15) about
getting involved in standards development.

6. For those who are wondering
where the specifications approach
originated, it is consonant with
what is called Functionalism in
Translation Studies:
Nord, Christiane. Translating as a
Purposeful Activity: Functionalist
A pproaches Explained (Manchester: St. Jerome, 1997).
7. More information about the LaRC
conference can be found at http://
swrc.kaist.ac.kr/isotc37wiki/index.
php/LaRC2011 (see “Container Project” presentation).

is available at www.oasis-open.org/
committees/xliff.

Links
International Organization for
Standardization
www.iso.org
Interoperability Now! Initiative
http://interoperability-now.org/tiki/
Linport Project
www.linport.org
Translation Specifications
www.ttt.org/specs

8. Information about TMX and TBX
is available at www.ttt.org/oscar
standards. Information about XLIFF

Visit—www.atanet.org—for the latest ATA information.
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Confessions of a Conference Interpreter
By Michelle Hof

(The following originally appeared in
the “A rticles” section on the website
of the International A ssociation of
Professional Translators and Interpreters, www.aipti.org.)

Our different skill sets, aptitudes, and specializations
should not be used as a pretext to divide and conquer.

I would

love to start this article
with the words “Hi, my name’s
Michelle, and I’m a conference interpreter,” but I am afraid that would
prompt readers to want to start patting
me on the back consolingly and proffering tissues. Although, come to
think of it, maybe adopting a “True
Confessions” tone in this article is not
such a bad idea, since it would fit
quite nicely with the topic I plan to
address: professional identity as seen
by a conference interpreter.
Many readers will recognize this
topic as being related to the theme
chosen for InterpretAmerica’s summit
this past June, which I use here as
inspiration. But instead of tackling the
question of professional identity by
looking at what a conference interpreter is, I have decided that it would
be more interesting to address the
question the other way around, and
look primarily at what a conference
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interpreter is not—or at least what I
am not. I will first come clean about
all of the things I cannot do before I
look at exactly what it is that I do do.
After this, I will attempt to draw some
conclusions for readers to take home
(I hope this promise of a take-home
message will encourage you to stick
around until the end!).

Part I: What I Am Not
I am not a language teacher. Strangely
enough, my passion for languages and
my love of teaching have not come
together to make me a good language
teacher. I know, because I have been
fortunate enough to have had many an
excellent teacher over the years, and I
cannot do what they do. I have never
been able to come up with engaging,
creative ways to explain the intrica-

cies of a foreign language to learners.
Also, I simply do not have the
oodles of patience that a language
teacher needs. I just have to look at
the earnest, eyes-not-rolling-to-theheavens face of my Portuguese
teacher, as she happily explains to my
thick self (for what is probably the
17th time) the difference between
futuro do conjuntivo and infinitivo
pessoal and why I cannot just use fizermos and fazermos interchangeably,
to know that I cannot do that. For a
language teacher, patience is not a
virtue, it is a survival tactic.
I am not a community interpreter. This
is because, quite frankly, I am sure no
courtroom or hospital would have me.
I am one of those conference
interpreters with one “active” ·
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Confessions of a Conference Interpreter Continued
language (English) and several “passive” languages (French, German,
Spanish, Dutch, and maybe even
Portuguese one day). I can only interpret into English from all of the other
languages I speak, but not the other
way around. A fat lot of use that is to
anyone in a communicative situation
requiring someone to work both ways
between two languages, as is the case
in community interpreting.
Besides, I do not have the necessary training or certification to do this
kind of specialized work. Certification is one of the issues that was
discussed at the InterpretAmerica
summit, and it is something about
which I personally feel quite strongly.
There are different types of interpreting, and so there should ideally be
different types of formal training and
certification for each. I was fortunate
enough to teach a community interpreting course several years back
(there are some skills that overlap,
relating to memory, consecutive notetaking, language acquisition in specialized fields, etc.), and I saw all too
well that the two professions are distinct—and that I was not cut out for
the other one.
I am not a translator. I am afraid to say
I missed that boat—or should I say, I
was on it once, but then I disembarked
12 years ago to pursue a career in
interpreting, and when I tried to get
back on recently, I found the ship had
weighed anchor and left the harbor!
As I see it, changes in the translation industry, largely due to globalization and in particular to the advent of
computer-assisted translation tools,
have revolutionized the translation
landscape completely in the decade or
so that I have been away. If I wanted
to become a full-time professional
translator today, I would have to
retrain in order to do so. I know this
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because I have a real live professional
translator in my home, so I have firsthand insight into what the job entails
these days.
My better half happily spends his
days mind-melding with his translation memories, his TagEditors, his
MultiTerms, and whatever that other
thing is called, while I just look over
his shoulder in wonder. From time to
time, he generously offers to initiate
me into the wonderful world of
Trados, Transit, Across, and all the
other interestingly-named tools that
today’s translators cannot live without,
but I just shrug sheepishly and wonder
how it all happened so fast.

In this life, I will content myself with
reading the results of others’ investigative pursuits.
I am not a proofreader/editor. Wait a
minute—yes, I am! This is actually one
side job that I have found to be a perfect
complement to working in the booth.
In the booth, you only get one crack
at it (or as Franz Pöchhacker puts it,
you have the opportunity to produce
“a first and final rendition in another
language ... on the basis of a one-time
presentation of an utterance in a
source language”).1 As a result, you
often end the day feeling like it was
not quite right, or that if you had been

Different groups of language professionals probably
have much more in common than we realize.
I do produce the occasional translation from time to time, but they
tend to be for customers who are still
stuck in the 20th century like me—
the ones who do not demand clean
and unclean versions of the file and
who seem to agree that “sometime
next week” is a reasonable delivery
deadline. I enjoy the intellectual rigor
required to produce translations, but I
cannot keep up with the professionals
of today.
I am not an interpreting researcher. But
how I wish I were! One thing is being
able to do the job, and another thing is
understanding why and how it gets
done. Thanks to the excellent work of
interpreting researchers, we are
steadily gaining insight into this. In
my next life, I will dedicate myself to
research and love every minute of it.

given a second chance, you would
have done better (at least I do).
When I am proofreading or editing
texts written by others, on the other
hand, I can give myself two, three, or
as many cracks at it as I want (I have
already said I do not work for customers with tight deadlines). I can reread and re-work a text until I think it
sounds just right. This is the perfect
antidote to that end-of-day, not-quitegood-enough feeling I described
above, not to mention the ideal escape
valve for the closet perfectionist in me
(the one I had to suppress in order to
survive as a conference interpreter).

Part II: What I Do
If you were to ask my six-year-old
son what his mommy does for a
living, he would probably say that a
few times a month, I travel to a dif-
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We have to continue to work to achieve
our common goals.
ferent city to go work in a meeting.
He would say I spend most of the day
in a glassed-in booth listening through
a headset and talking into a microphone. He would say I help people
who do not speak the same language
talk to each other about stuff. And you
know, that pretty much sums it up,
really. (If you were to ask my threeyear-old daughter what her mommy
does for a living, she would probably
say I fly in airplanes and sleep in
hotels a lot—also true.)
Of course, I could fill in the details
for you, but there are already a
number of very good online resources
that do precisely that. For example,
there are several articles that have
been published by the International
Association of Conference Interpreters (AIIC) that offer a pretty accurate idea of what we conference
interpreters do for a living.2
Allow me also to include here a
shameless plug for my own blog on
conference interpreting, called The
Interpreter Diaries (www.theinterpreter
diaries.com), which is currently examining issues related to interpreter
training, but at some point will also
address the nitty-gritty of the everyday
life and work of a conference interpreter.

Part III: Why and How I Do It
So, by this point I have already
confessed that I am not very creative
or excessively patient. I have also
admitted that I am not actively bilingual (do not let my willingness to
chitchat in several different languages
fool you—I am no good for inter-
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preting into anything but English!). I
am also not very high-tech (again, the
BlackBerry, blog, Facebook pages,
and Twitter accounts are just a smokescreen to hide my inner Luddite).
What is left over that makes me a
good conference interpreter?
A good place to start might be my
insatiable curiosity (the thing that makes
me read newspapers back to front and
back again, thereby drawing curious
stares from fellow travelers in airports).
And then there is the fact that I thrive on
stress and the resulting adrenaline rush
(this always comes in handy when the
going gets tough in the booth). I also
love new challenges (although I tend to
get bored quickly, so it is a good thing I
have to do a different meeting every
week). I am definitely a team player

(indispensable in the booth, where you
are always working with one or more
colleagues, but equally valuable in the
dog-eat-dog interpreting market, where
sticking together is often the only way to
survive professionally). Oh, and I am a
stickler for quality and high standards
(ask my interpreting students and they
will assure you that I can wax very
boring on this particular topic).

Part IV: Bring It Home!
This brings me to my take-home
message for today. After all the time I
have spent talking here about what I
am and what I am not, you might
think that my message will have
something to do with what divides the
different language professions. On the
contrary: if anything, I feel that we
have to focus on what unites us! Our
different skill sets, aptitudes, and specializations should not be used as a
pretext to divide and conquer.
The different groups of language
professionals probably have much
more in common than we realize: our
love of languages, a passion for ·

ATA Interpreters Division
www.ata-divisions.org/ID

International Association of Conference Interpreters
www.aiic.net

Links

International Association of Professional Translators
and Interpreters
www.aipti.org

InterpretAmerica
www.interpretamerica.net

The Interpreter Diaries
www.theinterpreterdiaries.com
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Confessions of a Conference Interpreter Continued
what we do, and above all, our commitment to quality and high standards.
Deep down, we must also all be team
players, because otherwise we would
not have created so many different
associations and groupings to defend
our profession! The Agupación de
Intérpretes de Barcelona and AIIC are
the two that I represent; the International Association of Professional
Translators and Interpreters is an excellent example of an interdisciplinary
association. The list is virtually endless.
A quick check of the blogroll on the
Bootheando website (www.bootheando.com) reveals no less than 36

translation and interpreting associations—and that is just a selection of
what is out there.
The objectives of many associations, whatever form they may take,
are generally the same: to promote
our profession, to ensure high quality
and working standards, and to support
each other mutually as professionals.
But before I start getting all weepy
and you have to go digging for the
Kleenex again, let me give you that
take-home message: this solidarity is
not to be taken for granted, nor is it to
be neglected. We language professionals have to continue to stick

together, and we have to continue to
work to achieve our common goals.
Our professional future depends on it.

Notes
1. Pöchhacker, Franz. Introducing
Interpreting Studies (London: Routledge, 2004), www.routledge.com/
books.
2. “A Day in the Life of an Interpreter,” www.aiic.net/ViewPage.cfm/
page1670; and “How We Work,”
www.aiic.net/ViewPage.cfm/article
1097.htm.
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Arabic on Free and Open Source Software
By Timothy A. Gregory

When most people

hear the
phrase “free and open source software” (FOSS), if they recognize it at
all, they think of the GNU/Linux
operating system or one of the many
“flavors” of Linux, such as RedHat or
Debian. However, the operating
system is just a platform we use to run
software applications like Web
browsers, word processors, and translation memory tools.
You might be asking yourself,
“Why would I want to use open
source software? My computer works
as it is today!” The two biggest reasons people make the transition to
FOSS operating systems and applications are security and price. Viruses
and spyware problems are rare on
FOSS desktop operating systems. As
a freelance translator, you can spend
$1,500 easily on the software necessary to be productive in the marketplace, even if you do not count the
cost of the operating system itself, as
most computers come with the operating system pre-installed (Windows
7 or MacOS). By the time you purchase a PC ($700), MS Office
Professional ($150-$500), a transla-
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With open source tools, the only expense is the
computer itself.
tion memory program ($400-$850),
and anti-virus ($60/year), you can lay
out well over $2,000 for a basic computer and the necessary software.
With open source tools, the only
expense is the computer itself, and
some manufacturers will give you a
“rebate” if you do not install
Windows. There are other reasons to
use open source software. Some
people believe that FOSS tools are
about free speech or freedom from
corporate domination. Others just
enjoy the ability to modify their work
environment to fit exactly the way
they like to interact with their computer and the Internet.

Operating Systems and
User Interfaces
Over the past several years, I have
tested and used a few different Linux
distributions—versions of the GNU/

Linux operating systems as packaged
and prepared by different teams, like
Red Hat, SUSE, and Debian—as well
as FreeBSD and its more user-friendly
cousin, PC-BSD. For the purpose of
this article, however, I used Ubuntu
Linux as my platform of choice. I
installed it both as the only operating
system on an older IBM ThinkPad and
within an Oracle VirtualBox on my
primary laptop computer running the
Microsoft Windows 7 operating
system. A lot of the power that attracts
people to the various UNIX-like operating systems is under the hood,
residing in configuration files and the
ability to change a great deal in the
computer without having to restart the
system. On the other hand, most of us
have long since abandoned the command line and the applications that live
there, so what really matters to us is the
desktop graphical user interface ·
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Arabic on Free and Open Source Software Continued
(GUI). In the Linux world, the GUI is
divided into layers.
The foundation layer is the X
Window System, also known as X.org.
It lays the groundwork for a graphical
presentation of software applications
and handles things like the mouse and
keyboard input. On top of this, pretty
much all users install some sort of
window manager. The X Window
System by itself is not pretty; generally just a grey background and an X
representing the location of the mouse
pointer on the screen. Window managers provide all of the nice things we
users are accustomed to seeing, such
as title bars on windows, basic colors,
and so on. There are dozens, if not
hundreds, of window managers available in the free and open source world.
(For a listing and images of some of
the most popular window managers,
visit www.xwinman.org.)
Simply adding a window manager
to the X Window System is a great
place to begin, and for many hobbyists, a window manager is enough. On
the other hand, using a window manager alone means that almost anything
you want to do will have to be
installed and configured manually. By
this I mean editing text configuration
and menu files, fishing through long
lists of options, reading mailing lists
and how-to documents, and in general
expending many hours of effort
(sometimes just to change your
desktop wallpaper). I think most
translators are just looking for a way
to get to work, which is where
desktop managers come into play.
I have tested two desktop managers for the purpose of this article:
KDE and GNOME. Nearly every distribution of Linux I have tested in my
career as a UNIX and Linux systems
administrator, and in my hobby tinkering since that time, offers one or
both of these desktop environments to
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It is possible for a freelance translator to work
with Arabic as the source or target language using
nothing but open source tools and an open source
operating system.
the user during initial installation of
the operating system. I think the main
reason they do so is that these desktop
environments offer users the things to
which they have become accustomed
as users of MS Windows and Mac OS.
They provide a user with an out-ofbox experience that includes applications like notepads, basic drawing
tools, media players, tools for managing system volumes (hard drive
partitions), desktop resolution, basic
Web browsing, and e-mail. While,
strictly speaking, these applications
are not part of the operating system,
they are bundled into the user experience. KDE and GNOME both have
sub-projects that provide these applications or customized GUIs for open
source applications written as part of
other projects. In short, desktop managers make the transition from commercial software to the open source
world a lot less painful.
Both KDE and GNOME have
fairly simple methods of enabling the
Arabic keyboard so the user can enter
Arabic text. Some distributions make
this even easier by allowing the user to
open an application similar to the
“Add-Remove Software” applet in
MS Windows and then install a metaport (a bundle of applications and features gathered under a single title) to
add the necessary features for Arabic
users. There are even some Linux dis-

tributions assembled specifically to
provide Arabic features and applications as part of the installation process.
Once you have the operating
system, window system, window
manager, and desktop environment
installed—with Ubuntu and most
other current Linux distributions, this
is all menu-driven and part of the
installation process—and you get the
Arabic features up and running, you
will then want to figure out what to
use for your translation work.
If you are not interested in
installing a whole new operating
system, that is a perfectly legitimate
choice, and does not restrict you from
diving into the FOSS world. Linux,
FreeBSD, and other UNIX-like operating systems, X.org, and your chosen
window manager/desktop environment are just the baseline. They are
quite literally the furniture in your virtual office. We all work for a living,
and while furniture can make us more
(or less) comfortable, the tools are
what matter.
Here is a general overview of some
of the tools available. Following the
name of each application discussed, I
will indicate the platforms for which
it is available with a W for Windows,
an M for Mac OS X, and an L for the
GNU/Linux family.
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Communication
First, translators have to communicate with their clients. These days that
is almost always accomplished
through e-mail. If you have a Web
mail service like Gmail or Hotmail,
then you need a Web browser. The
most popular browser in use today
from the FOSS world is Firefox
(WML), a spinoff of Mozilla, the
open source version of the Netscape
browser. Google Chrome (WM) and
Apple’s Safari (WM) are also free and
quite feature-rich, each targeting users
with slightly different preferences.
If your e-mail is hosted in something other than a Web-based system,
you are not without options. You can
start with Thunderbird (WML), the
e-mail companion to Firefox.
Thunderbird is only for e-mail, so do
not expect the personal information
management (PIM) features you may
be used to in Outlook. As an e-mail
client, though, it is excellent and handles Arabic text very well. If you are
using GNOME, it comes with an
application called Evolution (WL),
which provides the user with a more
expanded feature set, in that it can
connect not only to POP and IMAP
servers but also to Microsoft
Exchange and various UNIX-based
systems. Evolution also has many of
the PIM features of Outlook,
including calendars, address books,
tasks, and so on. At least one company has compiled Evolution for MS
Windows users as well. Evolution on
Linux works well with Unicode- and
ISO-8859-6-encoded Arabic e-mail,
but not Windows-1256.

Viewing
Suppose you have received an
e-mail from a client asking you to
review or to start translating a document. I receive documents as images
and PDF files frequently, so let’s take
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Desktop managers make the transition from
commercial software to the open source world a lot
less painful.
a quick look at some tools in this area.
GNOME installs Document Viewer
(L), which views PDF files, and
another called Eye of GNOME (L) for
viewing images. One unfortunate side
effect of working with Arabic as a
source language is that most incoming
documents for translations come to
me from someone’s scanner as either
PDF or JPG files, so these two applications on the open source side are
great. Of course, if you prefer a commercial product, Adobe’s Acrobat
Reader (WML) is available free for
all three operating systems.
If you are among the lucky few who
receive actual soft-copy documents
like Word files, there are options in the
FOSS arena as well. One of the most
popular is the full-featured office suite,
OpenOffice.org (WML), also known
as OOo. OOo is an open-source spinoff
of Sun Microsystems’ Star Office,
though the project is now owned and
maintained by Oracle; for a fully opensource branch, LibreOffice is available. The Open/LibreOffice suites
offer many of the same features as
Microsoft’s Office suite, including
word processing (Writer), spreadsheets
(Calc), databases (Base), and presentations (Presenter). All of these applications include import and export
features allowing the user to read MS
Office formatted files and save in MS
format as well. Nothing is ever 100%,
but I have not had formatting issues in
the import/export process in quite
some time.

I have not yet tested the Arabic features of Open/LibreOffice on a
Macintosh, but I would love to try.
The Arabic features work very well in
both Windows and Linux, including a
localized user interface. FOSS Arabic
spelling and grammar check tools are
also available for Open/LibreOffice.
Just see the Open/LibreOffice website
for more details.

Working
If you listen to the salespeople and
their many satisfied customers, translators cannot live without a translation
memory (TM) tool of some sort,
preferably a full suite of computeraided translation (CAT) tools. On the
other hand, as I indicated above, I have
found that the majority of the Arabicto-English translation assignments I
receive tend to have some sort of
image—or even a fax of an image—as
the source file. Without a “soft” source
file, TM tools are all but worthless.
However, there are some options if
your workload shows that a TM application will be beneficial to you.
The first of these tools you will
hear about in just about any search or
conversation on the topic, and not
without good reason, is OmegaT
(WML). OmegaT is a free, cross-platform translation memory tool with
most of the same basic features we
have heard about in the commercial
programs: fuzzy matching, match
propagation, glossaries, Unicode support, and TMX exchange to ·
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accept work from and deliver it to
commercial applications that also
support TMX. OmegaT works very
well with Arabic as a source or target
language, even sporting a localized
interface these days.
There is also a Wordfast-style tool
designed to work inside Open/
LibreOffice called Anaphraseus.
As a set of Open/LibreOffice macros,
it can be installed wherever Open/
LibreOffice can be installed. Anaphraseus also has issues with mixed RTL
(right-to-left)/LTR(left-to-right) text—
commonly called BiDi, short for
bidirectional—in that the default display of the source segment is LTR even

Most translators are just looking for a way to get to
work, which is where desktop managers come in.
if the entire document is RTL. There
are other TM and CAT tools available
in the FOSS universe, but many of
them are designed specifically to aid in
the translation of XLIFF documents.
XLIFF is the XML Localization
Interchange File Format, and, as the
name indicates, the primary purpose of

XLIFF is to localize software. In order
to translate a more “normal” document
using XLIFF tools, one must first go
through a rather lengthy process of
extracting the document’s text and converting that text into a format the tool
can read. In so doing, of course, one
will lose all formatting data, embedded

Software Information
For more information on the tools discussed in this article, visit the sites listed below.
Abiword

GIMP

OmegaT

www.abisource.com

www.gimp.org

www.omegat.org

Anaphraseus

GNOME

OpenOffice.org

http://sourceforge.net/projects/
anaphraseus

www.gnome.org

www.openoffice.org

KDE

Scribus

www.kde.org

www.scribus.net

LibreOffice

Thunderbird

www.libreoffice.org

www.mozilla.org/thunderbird

FreeBSD
www.freebsd.org

Evolution for Windows
www.dipconsultants.com/evolution/

Linux
www.linux.com
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FOLLOW ATA ON
Twitter is a free service that lets you keep in touch
with people through the exchange of quick, frequent
answers to one simple question: What’s happening?
Follow us on Twitter today!
To learn how, visit http:// twitter.com/atanet.
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more than tab-separated UTF-8 text
files, the user can edit them using any
tool from a basic text editor to a
spreadsheet application.
For those times when your source
text comes on paper or as an image,
Open/LibreOffice Writer is an excellent word processor because it has
most of the features you are accustomed to using in Word. I have used
Open/LibreOffice Writer to work on
documents from one page to over 200,
including documents with tables,
images, diagrams, imported graphs,
and just about everything else I have
ever tried when using Word. So far, it
has stood up beautifully, both in Arabic
and in English. There are some other
options, such as Abiword (WL), for
word processing. There are also open
source applications for desktop publishing like Scribus (WML) and image
processing like the GIMP (WML).

The Right Tools for You
All in all, I believe that it is possible for a freelance translator to work
with Arabic as the source or target
language using nothing but open
source tools and an open source operating system. I would recommend
keeping a small Windows partition on
your computer with the most recent
version of the commercial tools you
own on it just in case some compatibility issue does come up and as a
psychological crutch. However, I
really think that once you acclimate to
the way the UNIX-like operating systems and the tools work, you will find
yourself visiting that Windows partition less and less frequently.

February 13-15, 2012
Israel Translators Association
International Conference
Jerusalem, Israel
www.ita.org.il

www.star-group.net

Transit

images, and so on. Non-XLIFF tools
are most likely going to be designed
around gettext PO files, which are also
for the localization of software.
In addition to translation memory,
both OmegaT and Anaphraseus have
built-in glossary features. For
OmegaT, the glossary must be built
by hand using a Unicode-encoded file
providing a word, definition, and
explanation separated by tabs.
Unfortunately, you cannot add terms
to the OmegaT glossary while using
OmegaT. Anaphraseus also requires
the creation of glossaries before their
use, but once a user glossary is created, the user can add terms to the
glossary during the translation
process, though the confirmation dialogue also breaks on the mixed text. I
find this to be a quick and easy way to
expand my glossary without having to
rely on external applications, and
since the glossary files are nothing

Computer assisted
translation
with Translation Memory
25

Quick and Dirty:
Terminology
Management
for the
Impatient
By Naomi Sutcliffe de Moraes

If you are reading this, you are

probably dissatisfied with your terminology management system, or
berating yourself because you do not
even have one. Perhaps you try or
have tried to note down terminology
when working, but found that it
slowed you down too much. But not
noting down terminology so that it can
be retrieved quickly slows you down
even further! It is like the story of the
man who got a job painting the yellow
stripe down the middle of the road. On
the first day, he painted farther than
his colleagues, but on each day his
productivity decreased while theirs
did not. Why? Because instead of carrying the can of paint with him, he
kept running back to it to wet his
paintbrush! Do you run back to the
dictionary or do a Google search more
than once for the same term? I hope
this article helps you implement a fast,
efficient, inexpensive, and easy-to-use
system so you will never again waste
time looking up the same thing twice.

Who Is This Article For?
This article is for translators who do
not currently store terminology while
working, or those who are not sure if
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Whatever you do, do not use just two columns or fields:
one for the source and one for everything else.
Searching and conversion will become a nightmare.
they are using the best method, or are
unhappy with their current system. It is
also for translators who are having difficulty converting their data from one data
format to another, because I will explain
how to store your data now so that it can
be converted into other formats in the
future, and along the way I will provide
some conversion tips. If you currently
store terms inside your translation environment tool (TEnT) or some other
database, you may want to skim the following sections or skip directly to the
section on indexing other glossaries.
Note that this article is not about
terminology management for people
in localization, where consistency
within a project is very important. I do
not do localization due to my language combination, so I am not qualified to talk about it.

What Should You Keep in
Mind When Deciding What
Is Best For You?
No one system is the best for
everyone. It depends a lot on how you
work, how tech-savvy you are, and
how much you want to spend. In this
section, I will provide some guidelines on what to keep in mind when
evaluating the various methods I
describe below.
Ease of Storing as You Go: If the
method you adopt is not easy, you
probably will not record your brilliant
insights or hard-found terms while
translating as you go. It is better to
choose the easiest method for you that
is not only compatible with your
workflow, but also with other formats
you may want to use in the future
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(upward compatibility). I once tried
recording terms on a piece of paper for
a job, and I do not think they ever
made it into my database. That piece
of paper is probably still floating
around my office somewhere.
Ease of Searching: How easy is it to
find the term you want? How many
clicks or scrolls? If you use a TEnT
with an integrated terminology database, it can be configured to look terms
up for you automatically—sort of. This
depends a bit on the tool’s knowledge
of conjugations and inflections, and
how well it does something called
“fuzzy matching.” One thing I really
like is searching with wild cards, but
not all tools will permit this. By wild
cards I mean a symbol that can represent any character or group of characters. For example, typing autom* will
find “automatic,” “automobile,” “automaton,” etc.
Portability: How often do you switch
computers? Perhaps you have a
desktop in the office and a laptop at
home or for traveling? If you interpret,
you may want to have access to your
terminology on your mobile phone. If
you need portability, take this into
consideration when choosing your
system. For a mobile phone, text files
will probably be the best option.

For easy convertibility, avoid using commas
or tabs in any fields.
automatic computer search tool, which
will not know they are the same thing.
Target Term: The primary question
here is: should my source/target
records be one-to-one or one-tomany? Figure 1 shows an example of
each. I used to be a one-to-one fan, but
now I have discovered the advantages
of having some terms in the one-tomany format. Note, though, that I
translate only in one direction. If you
translate in both directions, you should
probably stick to one-to-one. I do not
recommend the many-to-many format,
because if you have two words in your
source field and later want to use your
database with a TEnT and many other
tools, automatic look-up will not
work.
If you will be looking up your terms
in a database or using an indexing pro-

gram, one-to-many will probably work
just fine and be a lot quicker to input.
If you are storing your terms in your
TEnT terminology database (or plan to
import them into your TEnT terminology database), you need to decide
why—to have a quick reminder of the
possible translations, or to be able to
insert the translation directly into the
target sentence using a control key
sequence? If the latter, you will want to
store terms in a one-to-one manner.
However, if you have a lot of terms
stored this way, and a long sentence,
you might end up with too many
options showing in your TEnT
window. In Figure 2 on page 28, so
many options have been offered in the
right pane that it would be quicker and
easier to type the word “term” than
CTRL+12. Even worse, some tools
only let you use the CTRL key for ·

Figure 1: One-to-one vertical term record and one-to-many term record for
English as the target language.

What Information Should
You Store for Each Term?
If you are just starting out, I recommend you store at least:
Source Term: Store the source term as
it would appear in a text. For example,
“at arms” and not “arms, at,” which
would be common in a dictionary. It
will only cause trouble when converting data. Plus, you will always
search your data using a manual or
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Figure 2: What can happen in a TEnT when you have a long sentence and use one-to-one term recording.

options 1-9 shown in Figure 2. My
solution is to use macros (in
AutoHotKey) for the most common
words and use one-to-many terminology records for the terms with more
than two common translations, as
shown in Figure 3 on page 29. When a
tricky word has five possible translations, depending on the context, it
helps me more to see all the possibilities than to be able to use a two-key
shortcut to insert a short word. If in
doubt, use the one-to-one format. You
can always change later, but changing
the other direction (from one-to-many
to one-to-one) is labor intensive.

I wrote down the source for some of
the early terms I added to my glossary,
because it really helps me to decide if
I can trust the translation now. The
source can also be used to indicate
when a term is client-specific.

usage notes here. Even worse, having
10 blank fields staring at you makes
you feel like you should fill them all
in, which might make you decide you
do not really want to record that term
after all.

Dialect: Depending on your language
combination, you might not need this.
I use two-letter codes for English language dialects (US, UK, AU, CA, IR)
and similarly for Portuguese language
dialects (PT, BR, MZ, CV, etc.). For
legal translators, this is crucial! A deed
in England is not the same as a deed in
the United States.

Tips

Domain: I use a two- to four-letter
code, such as GEN for general terms,
GOVT for government terms, EE for
electrical engineering terms, etc. I
started out using numbers, but kept
having to look them up.

Other: I have one catchall field for
anything else I might want to record. I
began my terminology odyssey with
about 10 fields, but most of them
remained blank so I consolidated
them. It just causes trouble when you
want to convert your data into another
format. I put definitions, examples, or

Source: As time passes, I am very glad
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Whatever you do, do not use just
two columns or fields: one for the
source and one for everything else.
Searching and conversion will
become a nightmare, and your data
will become unconvertible.
I have different Word/text files for
different areas, but I make them broad
areas (law, engineering, etc.) so I do
not have 10 files open at once. I use
the same codes in the file name as in
the terminology records.
For easy convertibility, avoid using
commas or tabs in any fields. Use
semicolons. Also, avoid automatic
capitalization of the first word of a
term. Both Word and Excel do ·
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Figure 3: The same sentence from Figure 2 in a TEnT when you use one-to-many term recording.

Figure 4: Search in Archivarius showing vertical terminology record format results.
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Figure 5: Search in Archivarius showing results from records in Excel or tables in Word.

this by default, so consider changing
the setting. If you later import your
terminology into a TEnT, it may think
the word is a proper noun and always
insert it with an initial capital letter.

What are the Advantages and
Disadvantages of Using Excel?
If you are comfortable with Excel—
and I realize not everyone is—Excel is
perhaps the easiest tool to use to record
terminology. I used it for about five
years. The principal advantage is ease
of data entry. You can put all terminology in one document, and the document will not become humongous
because of how Excel stores data. If you

30

do not intend to add reams of information for each term, this format is great.
Just leave the file open while working.
Excel is also great for searching. You
can select just one column (source term,
usually) and search in that column
alone, thus avoiding matches in the
“other” field. You can also organize
your terms into more than one worksheet within Excel, though be forewarned that you can only search in a
single column in one worksheet at a
time—if you search in all worksheets,
you are also searching in all columns—
so do not use too many worksheets.
Excel is not good for indexing,
which I will discuss in the next section,

but it is great for converting to just
about any other format. Indeed, you
may want to use Excel as an intermediate format for converting data due to
its many “Save As” options. The tabdelimited format and the comma-delimited format (CSV) are the two most
common formats database and TEnT
tools can import. This is why I recommend not using commas or tabs in your
terminology entries.

What are the Advantages and
Disadvantages of Using Word or
Plain Text Files?
Most people are very comfortable
with Word, so data entry is relatively
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Figure 6: Terminology template
showing formatting.

painless. Searching in Word files is
not so easy, though, without an
indexing program. If you put all your
terminology files in one folder, you
can search for a term using the operating system, but it will only tell you
which files contain that word. You
must then open the file and search
again. Translators do not have time
for that! The solution is to use an
indexing program, which is great not
just for searching your terminology
files, but for searching reference
files too. I use Archivarius 3000
(www.likasoft.com), which costs only
30€ (about $43).
Archivarius is very easy to use. Just
pick which folders you want to index,
name the index (e.g., terminology),
choose the languages in the files to be
indexed, and go. Since it understands
how words in different languages inflect
and searches can be done with wildcards, it is very flexible. In Figure 4 on
page 29, I searched on the word apresentar. The left panel shows bits of each
file in which the term was found, which
is similar to the Google results screen.
The right panel shows part of the
indexed file chosen on the left. The best

format for indexing with Archivarius is
the vertical format shown in Figure 6. If
you have a different favorite indexing
program, test different formats to see
what works best.
The same data in an Excel file is
not so easy to read after indexing, as
shown in the right panel of Figure 5
on page 30. All formatting is lost and
the end result is hard to read. The
result for terminology stored in tables
in Word is just as bad, and this is just
one of many reasons not to use tables
in Word.
The drawbacks of using Word files
are slow searching, unless you use an
indexing program, and large file sizes
compared to Excel, though files can
be converted easily into simple text
files using “Save As” in Word and
become much smaller. Note that Word
files with tables are even larger
than Word files without tables, and
tables disappear if the file is saved as
simple text.
I hope comparing Figures 4 and 5
on pages 29 and 30 has convinced you
to avoid tables in Word! In order to
input terms in the vertical format in a
Word or text file easily, I have created
a macro in AutoHotKey (free at
www.autohotkey.com) that creates
my template when I type ALT+; (see
Appendix on page 34). Install
AutoHotKey, modify my macro for
your languages, then click on the file
to activate the macro. Put the file in
your startup folder to have it active all
the time. The program is useful for
many other tasks as well.

Figure 7: Terminology template in tab-delimited format after conversion.
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Converting From the Vertical
Format to Other Formats
Terms stored in Excel can be converted easily into tab-delimited or
comma-delimited files, as described
above. These are the best formats for
transfer to other tools, now and in the
future. Conversion from the vertical
terminology template is easy if you
know two simple Word tricks.
Figure 6 shows the vertical terminology template in Word with formatting displayed. A little-known secret
is that you can search on and replace
tabs (little arrows) and hard returns
(backwards Ps) using the Replace
menu option in Word. Tabs are represented by the code ^t and hard returns
are represented by the code ^p.
If you have a file with hundreds of
terms using the above template, the
data can be converted into the tabdelimited format by performing the
following replacement functions:
[ENG]^t replaced by (nothing)
^p[POR] replaced by (nothing)
^p[DOM] replaced by (nothing)
^p[SOU] replaced by (nothing)
^p[REM] replaced by (nothing)
^p[END]^p replaced by (nothing).
The objective is to remove the tags
and have each field separated from
the next by a tab. Each record will be
on one line, ending with a hard return
character. The result of performing
these replacements on Figure 6 is
shown in Figure 7. Test the replacements on a copy of your file first!
To convert from a tab-delimited or
table format to the vertical format,
open the file in Excel (or copy the
Word table into Excel) and create an
extra column before each data field,
as shown in Figure 8 on page 32. Type
the code ([ENG], for example) in the
first row and use the Fill Down (CtrlD) function in Excel to copy the ·
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code to all cells in the column in one
fell swoop. Save the Excel file as tabdelimited text, open it in Word, and do
a global search and replace to put ^p
before each open bracket to obtain the
vertical format.

What Are the Advantages and
Disadvantages of Using a
Database?
Databases are less portable than
Word or text files and may require the
purchase of more than one license—
one for each computer. They are
unlikely to be accessible from your
mobile phone unless you purposely
purchase one that is compatible.
Interpreters who wish to access their
terminology lists on the move should
first consider plain text files.
Depending on the database vendor,
conversion to other formats may be
easy, or it may be very difficult. Do
some tests. If you can export to an
Excel or tab-delimited file (and the
export works well), then you will be
able to import your data into almost
any other tool. Also check how easy it
is to import terminology and which
formats are allowed.
The Terminology Database in Your
Translation Environment Tool
Most TEnTs make it easy for you
to add terms to your terminology
database as you work. Some let you
select the source word, then the target
word, then type a control sequence to
add the pair to the database. This is

Searching in Word files is not so easy without an
indexing program.
faster than typing the words again, if
they are long words.
However, how easy is it to add
terms to your terminology database
when you are not working in the
TEnT? I receive many legal and medical documents as scanned PDFs, and
I then work directly in Word. Most
TEnTs make it hard or impossible to
add terms to the database when a
project is not open.
Similarly, how easy is it to search
your terminology database when you
are not working in the tool? It is often
hard to impossible. I keep my terminology in (vertical format) Word files
and import new terms into my various
TEnTs now and then—so I can have my
cake and eat it too. What percentage of
your work is done in a TEnT? This is
the crucial question. If you do all or
most of your work in a single TEnT, that
is probably the best option. However,
read the next section for information on
how to search glossaries you obtain
from others.
Standalone Terminology Databases
For standalone databases, either
those specifically designed for termi-

Figure 8: Converting from a tab-delimited or table format into the vertical format.
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nology or generic databases like
Microsoft Access, ease of data entry
depends on the tool. Likewise, ease of
searching depends on the tool, to what
extent it allows searching with wildcards and if it understands inflections
in your languages. These are both
great advantages in Archivarius.

Searching Other Glossaries
Even if you do not use Word or text
files for storing the terminology you
research, indexing lets you leverage
glossaries you find on the Internet or
receive from clients or colleagues
without adding them permanently to
your own terminology records.
These come in many different formats, which may take some time to convert into whatever your favorite format
is. Try indexing them. Even if the format
after indexing is almost impossible to
decipher, at least a search can tell you
that the term is in the file and that you
might want to open it. Many years ago, I
found an interesting Portuguese-toEnglish glossary on forestry terms published by some U.S. government agency.
I stored it away and forgot about it. More
than five years later, working on a report
on the Amazon forest, I discovered,
when searching my glossaries, that many
terms were only in that file. The format
after indexing was horrible because it
had four columns per page, but the glossary was worth the effort, so I converted
it using ABBYY Fine Reader
(www.abbyy.com). I am always finding
useful glossaries in my index. Just this
week I had to look up a vaccine. The
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Figure 9: Scanning two-column dictionaries with ABBYY Fine Reader.

source text had only an acronym. A few
years ago, I downloaded a monolingual
glossary from Fleury, a diagnostic exam
center in Brazil, with their preferred
names for exams and vaccines and many
alternative names commonly used by
doctors. This is a very reliable source,
and the acronym was there.
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Tips
You need to create code names for
your glossary files, especially if you
did not create them, so you will not
waste time looking in inappropriate
files. I use the following format:
gl_ME_UNK_motorcycles_US_BR

I use “gl” to stand for a bilingual glossary. I use “dx” for a monolingual
glossary.
ME is my code for the area (mechanical engineering). The source identifier
can be UNK (unknown), telling me that
I may not be able to rely on this ·
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information, or the name of a company
or government body. A specific subject
for a ME file could be motorcycles, or
screws. I also tack on the dialects (US
English and BR Portuguese in the
example on page 33) when I know what
they are for in that file. Whatever you
choose, decide on a filename format and
stick with it. As you can see in Figures 4
and 5 on pages 29 and 30, knowing
which files contain which kind of information is very helpful when you have a
list of 30 files, like I often do.
I have also begun to scan some
paper dictionaries, especially those

that are in the wrong direction—the
direction I do not translate in. When a
dictionary or glossary has more than
one column of terms on a page, scan it
using ABBYY Fine Reader, selecting
each column separately (as a table), as
shown in Figure 9 on page 33, then
save it as formatted text or an Excel
file. In ABBYY, in the document language selection menu on the left, select
both the source and target languages
under More Languages. I have my
local bookbinder unbind the book, then
use my scanner’s sheet feeder to scan
pages directly into ABBYY quickly.

Depending on their format and
your indexing software, you can also
index your translation memories and
bitexts. The result after indexing may
or may not be useful. Do some tests.
What I have found very useful is
indexing reference material. When
translating an academic article, I look
for articles in the target language on
the same subject and index them.
They become a ready reference when
searching for terms. For more information on this use, see my article
“The Translator’s Binoculars, Part II:
Desktop Search Tools and How They

Appendix
AutoHotKey script for vertical terminology input template
;
; AutoHotkey Version: 1.x
; Language:
English
; Platform:
Windows 7
; Author:
Naomi de Moraes
;
; Script Function:
; Creates a template for recording terminology wherever the cursor is.
; type alt=+; (alt key then semicolon) and the template will appear
; edit with WordPad
#NoEnv; Recommended for performance and compatibility with future AutoHotkey releases.
SendMode Input; Recommended for new scripts due to its superior speed andreliability.
SetWorkingDir %A_ScriptDir%; Ensures a consistent starting directory.
#Singleinstance force
!;::
send {Enter}[ENG]{Tab}{Enter}[POR]{Tab}{Enter}[DOM]{Tab}{Enter}[SOU]{Tab}{Enter}[REM]{Tab}{Enter}
[END]{Enter}{Enter}
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If you can export to an Excel or tab-delimited file (and
the export works well), then you will be able to import
your data into almost any other tool.

American Translators Association
52nd Annual Conference
Boston, Massachusetts
www.atanet.org/conf/2011

Can be Used to Search Reference
Texts” in the September 2008 issue of
The ATA Chronicle.

Knowledge Will Set You Apart
I hope this discussion has shown
you how easy it is to store terminology and access it when translating.
Do not reinvent the wheel with each
translation. When you have found a
great solution, note it down! I think
many would agree that terminological
knowledge is what sets the experienced translators apart from those just
entering the field. Remember this:
• When you finish a job, instead of
just money, you could have a list of
the new terminology you discovered for future jobs. I have over
20,000 terms from 11 years of
work. I rarely have to look anything up in a paper dictionary.

Don’t Miss
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However, like a new exercise regime,
it is better to start out slow, then work up
to more sophisticated tools in the future.
If you choose a method that is too complicated, you will not stick with it. If you
follow the tips outlined here, you will
start with a format that is upwardly compatible and you will be able to convert
your data in the future. Good luck!

Transit

www.star-group.net

• Every time you stop translating to
research a term for the second or
nth time, you are wasting time you
could be using to make more
money, or spend with your loved
ones, or even just by yourself
reading a book.

Computer assisted
translation
with Translation Memory

November 18-20, 2011
American Council on the Teaching of
Foreign Languages
Annual Convention and World
Languages Expo
Denver, CO
www.actfl.org
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The Entrepreneurial Linguist Judy Jenner
Court Interpreter Bootcamp

If you have read this column lately,

you might remember that I am a newly
minted master-certified Spanish court
interpreter in the state of Nevada. I am
extremely proud to provide access to
our court system to non-English
speakers. However, I still have a lot to
learn. My hat is off to the seasoned
court interpreters who can interpret the
conditions of parole spoken at lightning
speed without batting an eye. Here is
what I learned in the trenches of my
first 30 days as a contractor with the
Eighth Judicial District in Clark
County, Nevada.
There is no manual. No one will hand
you a manual detailing how the criminal court system works. You will
learn some of that in your certification
class, but picking up the rest is up to
you. I read a lot of books about the
legal system and talked to every legal
professional I could find. Our court
system is complex, but after a few
months of reading, the fog might
begin to lift. That said, you will never
be done learning.
Be humble. I have been a legal translator for a long time. I am married to a
lawyer, my dad is a jurist, and I have
been fascinated by the law for many

Yahoo! Business
Discussion Group
ATA members can discuss business issues online
at the following Yahoo! group:
http://finance.groups.yahoo.com/
group/ata_business_practices. You will
need to register with Yahoo! (at no charge) if
you have not already done so, and provide
your full name and ATA member number in
order to join the group.
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judy.jenner@
entrepreneurial
linguist.com

years. However, criminal law terminology is an entirely new field for me.
I have excellent dictionaries, but I
have also compiled my own glossaries, which I am updating constantly.
It has been humbling to realize how
much I have to learn.
You had better think on your feet.
As a translator, one usually has plenty
of time to think. With interpreting, you
have to choose a term in a split
second.
Prepare to see orange jumpsuits.
During my second week as a court
interpreter, I interpreted for a mildmannered inmate and his social
worker. We were deep inside the jail,
accompanied by a bailiff. It was unexpected and a bit scary—but all part of
the job.
Wear suits. I frequently get mistaken
for an attorney. Even though wearing a
black suit in the Vegas summer is less
than comfortable, I do think proper
dress sends the message that court
interpreters are just as important as any
other players in the judicial system.
There will be tears: I have interpreted
a lot of heartbreaking cases during
which a lot of tears have been shed. I
have to interpret for those who are
handcuffed and some who have just
been told that their children are being
taken away. Court interpreting is not
for the faint of heart.
Know your acronyms. The judge
said, “I will UA you and then I am
going to send you to R&D.” Did you

Judy Jenner is a Spanish and German translator
in Las Vegas, Nevada, where she runs Twin
Translations with her twin sister. She is also
the president of the Nevada Interpreters and
Translators Association. She hosts the popular
translation blog, Translation Times
(www.translationtimes.blogspot.com). You can
also find her at www.entrepreneuriallinguist.com.

understand that the first time? Neither
did I.
Expect the unexpected. The central
scheduling office for interpreters does a
great job of assigning all the projects,
which come in from dozens of agencies.
Most of the time, you get the client’s
(defendant’s/ applicant’s/petitioner’s,
etc.) name, the case number, and that is
it. In translation, you can ask for clarification. In the court interpreting world,
you mostly work with incomplete information.
Learn from the best. I am in the
lucky position that several veteran
interpreters have shown me the ropes
at Family Court in Vegas, starting with
telling me which bailiff does not like it
if you knock on the glass of his courtroom door. My new colleagues have
really taken the time to tell me how the
system works, and I am very grateful.
Be a sponge. Learn as much as you
can. Being a new interpreter is analogous to a new attorney’s first day in
court. No one expects you to know
everything, but you had better come prepared with the basics and learn quickly.
Do you think you are ready to take
the court interpreter certification
exam? If so, you might be interested
in the session I will be giving at ATA’s
Annual Conference in Boston entitled
“Myths and Truth: Preparing for the
State Court Interpreter Certification
Exam.” It will be offered on Thursday, October 27 at 11:30 a.m.

This column is not intended to constitute legal, financial, or other business advice. Each
individual or company should make its own independent business decisions and consult
its own legal, financial, or other advisors as appropriate. The views expressed here are not
necessarily those of ATA or its Board of Directors. Ideas and questions should be directed
to judy.jenner@entrepreneuriallinguist.com.
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(Posted A ugust 3, 2011 by Fabio M.
Said on Fidus interpres, http://fidusin
terpres.com.)

I learned

with time that translation specialization is something very
good if you work for international
clients, but a specialization may be
hard to maintain if you work for local
clients. Private individuals and even
companies who knock on my door are
seldom interested in knowing the
fields in which I specialize—they just
want that document translated. But
translation companies in general and
companies from other countries do
want to know exactly how experienced I am within certain subject
areas. They would not dream of
giving me jobs if my CV, my references, and, sometimes, my translation
test did not demonstrate a strong specialization. Here is how I view the
topic of specialization in light of my
own background as a translator.
I am lucky to have identified a specialization strength early in my
career—well, not that early, as I only
began working with legal and financial stuff in 1999, when I had already
been translating for six whole years.
Before finding out that legal and
financial translation is where I wanted
to be, I experimented. During the five
months of full-time compulsory
training I had to do in order to get
through the practical part of my translation education and get my certificate, I translated geological surveys
and reports for a state-owned company. As soon as that ended and I had
to enter the real world (said company
wanted me to work for them as an
information technology translator, but
I refused because I had no interest in
this area), I experimented further.
After several months of translating
CVs, personal letters, and scientific
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papers for university professors, I was
contacted by a company in the oil and
gas industry that gave me lots to do in
the next few years, and that was the
beginning of my background in industrial engineering. Translation jobs
were extremely interesting. I translated all sorts of technical documentation for industrial equipment, lots of
plant procedures, some business correspondence, and quality management
and certification documents. All this
was English-to-Brazilian Portuguese,
my first language pair.
Then, in 1999, I was invited by my
former German teacher at the
Goethe-Institut to collaborate with
him. He was a “sworn translator” in
Brazil—more or less like a certified
translator in the U.S., but one
appointed by the state after sitting for
an examination—for German-toBrazilian Portuguese. Since sworn
translators have to deal with a lot of
legal (mostly agreements, bylaws,
and certificates) and financial
(mostly balance sheets and banking)
documents, this was a great opportunity to specialize, which I did for six
long years. For a year, when the
translator I was collaborating with
had to have a break, I was appointed
by the state as his replacement. I met
interesting clients (all of whom were
direct clients) who needed their corporate, legal, and financial documents translated. And I gained a
reputation locally.
Now, some 18 years into my career
as a translator, I have reached a point
where I do almost no other kind of
translation that does not fall into the
legal and financial categories. I said
almost because I still translate industrial technical documentation (remember, I started out in that field in the
1990s, and I could not possibly throw
away the knowledge I had acquired

since then). And I like to translate
books—not fiction, but essays on philosophy (including the philosophy of
law), culture, history, and social science. I cannot afford to dedicate
myself to translating books because
publishers do not want to pay enough,
and the few book translations I did in
recent years were either for betterpaying clients (not publishing houses)
or ones where I could negotiate better
conditions. What I like about (not very
specialized) book translation is that I
can broaden my horizons and try
translation solutions that are more creative than in legal and financial documents (excluding, of course, those
newsletters I translate that have heavy
financial terminology but also journalistic and marketing—i.e., more creative—phrasing).
As you can see, my specialization
is not as strict as with other translators
who translate within only one domain.
I would find it hard to have to choose
only one of my specialization fields.
Besides, I do not like the idea of
depending on just one industry. And,
as I said, I like to be able to be creative and branch out a bit.
Something interesting happened
recently. My clients, especially translation agencies, know up front ·

STAR Group Webshop

Blog Trekker How I View
Translator
Specialization

Internet blogs are rich sources of information for
translators and interpreters. They allow users to post
questions, exchange ideas, network, and read news
and commentary on a specific subject. The topics
featured in this column are actual blog postings
concerning issues pertinent to your colleagues in
the field today. For more blog listings, visit
www.atanet.org/careers/blog_trekker.php.

Transit NXT – just what
you need, when you
need it!

shop.star-group.net
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Blog Trekker Continued
that I do not translate medical texts or
any sort of health care and other
related texts. I just do not like them
(the texts). I often refuse medical
translation jobs from both translation
companies and direct clients. But one
of my favorite translation agencies
contacted me for a medical translation
because they could not find anyone
else to do it. I even gave them the contact details of a fellow translator that
they might find helpful, but they
wanted me to do the job! I hesitated,
but I had capacity and enough time to
research, so I accepted the assignment.
Everything went okay, but I would not
do it again, or so I thought. Medical
translation is not my cup of tea. Weeks
later the same translation agency contacted me for another job—half-med-

In Memoriam

ical, half-technical—and I again had
capacity and time to do it. This time I
even enjoyed it (especially for being
not all medical), but productivity and
motivation were low, and I would
rather spend the rest of my life translating agreements and private banking
reports than data sheets for medical
equipment. Okay, next time I will
resist more firmly.
So, I guess the moral of the story is:
if you are a translator, you cannot get
along without specializing. Specialization is required by the international
translation industry. Specialization is a
good thing for your productivity and
your motivation. Translating texts
within your specialization fields makes
you spend less time researching, and if
you specialize in them it is surely

because you like them more than other
texts. However, you have to overcome
certain temptations in order to maintain
that specialization.

Live and On-Demand Training for
Professional Translators and Interpreters

For more information, visit
www.atanet.org/webinars

Eugene Nida
(1914-2011)
(From United Bible Societies, www.unitedbiblesocieties.org.)

Eugene Nida, a pioneer of Bible translation and the 1977 recipient of ATA’s
Gode Medal, died on August 25, 2011. He was 96.
He was born on November 11, 1914 in Oklahoma City. Nida graduated from the University of California,
Los Angeles, in 1936, with a major in Greek and minor in Latin. He received his master’s degree in New Testament Greek
in 1939 from the University of Southern California and doctorate in linguistics from the University of Michigan in 1943.
In 1943, he joined the American Bible Society and immediately embarked on extensive travel to work with Bible translators. Using concepts from linguistics, cultural studies, communication sciences, and psychology, Nida developed a practical approach to translation he called dynamic equivalence, or functional equivalence, the goal of which is to make the
translation clear and understandable as well as accurate. He also influenced the emerging field of modern translation
studies, and is generally acknowledged as having set in motion the developments that led to that discipline. Through his
numerous books and publications and extensive lecture schedule, he was able to help scholars, translators, and specialists
find new ways to think about effective communication. The popularity and positive reception of The Good News Bible
(also known as Today’s English Version) lent credence to Nida’s work, as it was translated using dynamic equivalence
theory. Other versions, such as the New Living Translation and Contemporary English Version, are also heavily influenced
by Nida’s approach.
Nida recognized the need for translators to have the very best base texts from which to work, and led major projects
on both the Greek New Testament and the Hebrew Old Testament. He was also responsible for a new approach to lexicography. The Greek-to-English lexicon project that he headed resulted in an invaluable tool for translators.
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Peter A. Gergay
PGergay@aol.com

Online French-Language Medical Resources: A Review
Reviewed by Eric S. Bullington

After agreeing to write this

review of French-language medical
resources available online, I was
asked about the quality of the websites that appear at the top of a Google
search for “French medical dictionaries.” This seemed to me as good a
starting point as any for a review of
online French medical glossaries, dictionaries, and other references.
Accordingly, I spent several days
looking over some of the top entries
that appear in this Google search.1 The
outcome of my research was mixed. It
turns out that most of the top results
for this particular Google search are
not bona fide dictionaries or glossaries, but rather sites developed as
marketing tools and “fixed” to appear
at the top of the Google charts using
complex search engine optimization
techniques. After omitting these commercial sites, I found only one or two
sites worthy of consideration. As
such, for the majority of this review, I
will focus on sites that might not
appear among the top results of a Web
search for French medical resources,
but are familiar to me through discussions with colleagues and from my
own research over the years.
Note that for the purposes of this
review, I am limiting the resources
covered to bilingual English-toFrench glossaries, dictionaries, and
other terminology resources in the
field of medicine. Excellent monolingual medical resources do exist online
for French, but are outside the scope
of this review. Also, the resources
reviewed here are all free and available openly to the public. Several
excellent private resources exist (such
as the ATA Medical Division’s invaluable e-mail list, available to all ATA
members at no additional charge), but
these references also fall outside of
the scope of this review.
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Reverso French-to-English
Medical Dictionary
http://dictionary.reverso.net/
medical-french-english
As it turns out, several of the top
hits of the Google search mentioned
above are held by Reverso, a multilingual resource compiled by ReversoSoftissimo, a language technology
company that publishes online dictionaries in common language combinations. Reverso’s format is that of a
simple glossary, but one containing a
fairly large number of terms. Although
no exact number of entries is available, I would estimate that the medical
section alone includes some 5,000
terms. However, Reverso’s coverage
of medical terminology remains
uneven. For example, even though the
glossary features a half dozen different
variations of one possible translation
of the term “complete blood count”
(e.g., numération globulaire, numération érythrocytaire, numération des
globules rouges, etc.), there was no
entry for the most common form of
this term: numération formule sanguine, commonly abbreviated NFS.
On a related note, this particular glossary is deficient in medical acronyms
and abbreviations. In fact, I found no
acronyms or abbreviations at all during my perusal of some two dozen
pages of Reverso’s medical terms.
Finally, the aforementioned term,
“blood count,” provides a window into
another weakness of the Reverso medical glossary: accuracy. Two English
translations suggested for numération
globulaire are “blood cell count” and
“blood count,” both of which are very
unlikely to be used in a medical document produced by a native English
speaker. This pattern of accurate translations side-by-side with incorrect
and/or unidiomatic translations is
repeated throughout the Reverso glos-

sary. In spite of this uneven coverage,
Reverso can be helpful when used
with appropriate caution and in combination with other online glossaries
and proper search techniques.2

Termium
www.btb.termiumplus.gc.ca
After passing over another dozen
or so book advertisements, link aggregators, and other irrelevant sites, I
decided to abandon my experimental
overview of the top Google search
results for French medical dictionary
and concentrate on the tried and true
resources discussed among colleagues
over the years.
First among such sites is Termium.
Although not primarily created as a
medical dictionary, Termium features
a significant number of medical
terms. Best of all, Termium is maintained by the Canadian government’s
Translation Bureau, which means its
reliability and accuracy are almost
absolute. Thanks to the generosity of
the Canadian government, Termium is
now free to the public. The only
downsides of the service are
Termium’s somewhat limited coverage of medical terms and the fact that
Termium can only be searched using
its built-in search engine (i.e., the
search technique described in Note 2
at the end of this review will not work
for Termium).

ProZ’s KudoZ
www.proz.com/kudoz

WordReference.com Forums
http://forum.wordreference.com
A review of French-language medical resources on the Web would not
be complete without a mention of the
collections of medical terminology
queries available to the public. ·
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Dictionary Review Continued
Two of the largest are ProZ’s KudoZ
feature
and
the
forums
of
WordReference.com (the later site also
features excellent general bilingual dictionaries in multiple language combinations). Both of these terminology
resources appear regularly among the
top results of my Google searches for
unusual medical terms, and both feature
a multitude of discussions around
obscure medical terminology not found
elsewhere on the Web. The open nature
of these and similar resources is both an
asset and a liability. Because KudoZ and
similar resources are open to contributions from any registered user, they often
cover terms not available elsewhere.
Unfortunately, for the same reason, the
accuracy of their translations is often
questionable. Nonetheless, if used with
abundant caution, such terminology
exchanges are invaluable online
resources. If you choose to use such
resources, try to identify users who contribute accurate, well-researched
answers to term queries and give more
credence to their contributions.

Webster’s Online Dictionary
www.websters-online-dictionary.org
A wildcard resource for medical terminology on the Web, not only for
French and English, but also for over a
hundred other languages, is the wellknown Webster’s Online Dictionary.
Unrelated to the Merriam-Webster publishing house, Webster’s Online
Dictionary is a site published by a single individual, Philip Parker, a professor at France’s INSEAD School of
Business. With his online dictionary,
Professor Parker claims to have created
the “Earth’s largest dictionary, with
more than 1,226 modern languages and
Eve!” (Eve is an online speech synthesizer). Ambitious
claims aside, there is no doubt that
Webster’s Online Dictionary contains a
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huge collection of obscure medical
terms in French, English, and sundry
other languages. The downside is that
most of these entries were compiled
automatically from other resources,
which means that there is no easy way
to audit their accuracy. Nonetheless, I
have found a surprisingly high number
of appropriately aligned French-toEnglish medical terms using this
resource—Professor Parker clearly has
access to some very reliable terminology sources. However, because of this
dictionary’s automated nature, scrupulous translators have no choice but to
exercise a significant degree of caution
when considering its entries.

Google Translator
http://translate.google.com
An up and coming online source
of specialized medical terminology is
Google Translator. In this translator’s
opinion, Google Translator now leads
the field of publicly available
machine translation technologies.
Anyone who thinks that machine
translation poses no threat to medical
and other specialized translators has
probably not made recent use of
Google Translator to translate a medical text from French into English.
The upshot for human translators is
that Google now maintains and
upgrades constantly a free terminology resource that is rapidly becoming a
fruitful resource for medical terminology queries. Google does not separate
its terminology database from its
translation machine. All language
queries go into the same box, whether
comprised of a single word or a single
paragraph.

Closing Thoughts
The most interesting insight I have
after reviewing French-to-English
medical resources is that the best

bilingual medical dictionaries remain
the traditional, “deadtree” dictionaries
that are typically reviewed in this
space (though to be fair, certain dictionaries in this category are now
available in PDF format). In short, the
Web is an excellent place from which
to cull the medical source documents
that reflect current usage among medical professionals, and as such are
critical for deciphering difficult terminology problems. For a reliable and
inclusive collection of French-toEnglish terminology in the field of
health and medicine, however, a good
offline medical dictionary is the best
resource currently available.

Notes
1. Depending on your geographical
location and your Google language
settings, you may get different
search results on Google, even
using the exact same keywords.
Google tailors its searches to users’
country and language preferences.
2. The best way to search for terms
on most online glossaries and dictionaries is through Google or any
other search engine with similar
capabilities. Using the “site:”
option in Google, you can narrow
your search to a single website. For
example, we could search for the
French term numération globulaire
using the following Google search:
“numération globulaire”
site:dictionary.reverso.net/
medical-french-english/
We use the quote marks around the
term because we only want those
results that include both words as a
pair. Including the word “site:” in
our query, followed by the URL
(minus the “http” and “www”) of
Reverso’s French-to-English med-
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Dictionary Review Continued

ical dictionary, narrows our search
results to only those that appear in
the Reverso dictionary. This search
feature becomes particularly powerful when multiple online glossaries are included in the same
search, such as in the following
search (note the “OR” interspersed
between the various sites):

hémogramme
site:dictionary.reverso.net/
medical-french-english/ OR
site:proz.com OR
site:wordreference.com OR
site:translatorscafe.com OR
site:websters-online-dictionary.org

Eric S. Bullington is an ATA-certified
French→English translator specializing in
biomedicine, pharmaceutical sciences, public
health, and international development.
Contact: info@clinicaltranslations.com.

Active and Corresponding
Membership Review
Congratulations! The Active Membership Review Committee is pleased to grant active or corresponding status to:
Percy Balemans
Eemnes, Netherlands

Cyril Flerov
San Francisco, CA

Zongxin Fu
Haiyang, China

Laura L. Nordlund
Molndal, Sweden

Rafiqullah Abdul Rahman
Houston, TX

New Certified Members
Congratulations! The following people have successfully passed ATA’s certification exam:
Danish into English

Portuguese into English

Spanish into English

English into Spanish

Nikolaj D. Widenmann
Sandy, UT

Diane L. Boyd
Alexandria, VA

Becky Katz
Hollywood, FL

María Laura Pozo
Astoria, NY

German into English

Steven Sachs
Annapolis, MD

Claudia R. Verrua
Coral Springs, FL

Jacquelyn Deal
Morrison, CO
Joseph B. Keady
Brooklyn, NY
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The Translation Inquirer

John Decker
jdecker@uplink.net

Just by chance

the Translation
Inquirer obtained a facsimile reprint
of “Orthotipografia: Ein kurtzer
Unterricht für diejenigen die
gedruckte Werck corregiren wollen,”
(“A Short Instruction for Those Who
Wish to Correct Printed Works”),
originally printed in Leipzig in 1634
as a partial translation from Latin of a
work published by Hieronymus
Hornschuch (c.1573-1616) in 1608.
Forget the corregiren; this book is
much more than a mere discussion of
how to correct mistakes in printed
matter. Instead, it is more like a comprehensive technical manual for
printers, focusing especially on proof-

reading. What I found striking were
the examples of printed material that
made use of the forward slash, or virgula suspensiva (/), which is so terribly and mindlessly abused in all
languages with which I work in the
21st century. But at this early stage,
between the 13th and 17th centuries,
it took the place of a comma, for
example, separating clauses or items
in a list. Apparently in pre-Gutenberg
handwritten manuscripts, prior to the
forward slash, a dot (·), placed at the
mid-level of a line of text, performed
the same function, making it easier for
someone reading the text aloud to
know when to take a breath.

New Queries

was taken: Preuve que la Bouclage
Financier a eu lieu négociation et signature des Contrats de Financement;
conclusion des Crédits relais sur les
Fonds Propres; mise en place des
sûretés et levée des conditions préalables au triage. What is it?

application for a clinical trial. Maybe
the following bits of text are enough to
provide sufficient context: Vi refererar
till…och bedömer att man inte kan
avskriva på förhand till prövningens
indikation, den aktuella sjukdom. How
would you express this in English?

(F-Ro [E] 10-11.6) What is cache
bagages? The term appeared in a
listing of automotive parts. You may
supply English.

Replies to Old Queries

(Cz-E 10-11.1) This is a double rarity:
a query having to do with forestry with
Czech as the source language. The
trouble word is hmotnatost, which
appears in this context:^ Hmotnatost
smrku v porostní skupine do 0,99 m3.
(D-Sp [E] 10-11.2) Het onder bezwaar
verkregene was a puzzler in the following legal texts: 1.) De verwachter
verkrijgt de betrokken goederen onder
de opschortende voorwaarde van het
einde van het bezwaar; and 2) Het
onder bezwaar verkregene omvat alle
goederen die. English is acceptable as
an answer.
(E-Po 10-11.3) How would you render
“panoptic scope,” as in “panoptic scope
on an ophthalmoscope,” in Polish?
(E-R 10-11.4) Three possible equivalents for the English name for the fish
“snapper” exist in Russian—луциан,
пагрус, окунь—but which one is
right? Or are they all wrong?
(F-E 10-11.5) Drawdown was the subject of a tender for a wind farm from
which the puzzling term in bold print
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(Pt-E 10-11.7) In surveying, what
might Patrimôno de A fetação be? It
appears in the following citation:
Responsável pelo aprimoramento do
Patrimôno de Afetação, cujo objetivo é
proteger o adquirente de imóveis, pois
consiste na adoção de um patrimônio
próprio para cada empreendimento.
(Sp-E 10-11.8) What are traspaleros?
The term appears in a sentence in a
document about airport baggage procedures: El área de bandas se ordenó y
se modificó el proceso de traspaleros
y coordinadores de vuelos.
(Sw-E 10-11.9) The phrase avskriva på
förhand simply did not sit well in this

Abbreviations
used with this column

A-Arabic
Cz-Czech
D-Dutch
E-English
[E]-English
acceptable as an
answer, the
original query did
not involve
English

F-French
Po-Polish
Pt-Portuguese
R-Russian
Ro-Romanian
Sp-Spanish
Sw-Swedish

(A-E 6-11.1) (entries on a marriage
license): Irina B. Sears states that MS
Word does accommodate right-to-left
languages, but you have to add some
things to the international language settings on the computer’s control panel.
This is an easy fix with Windows XP
and newer operating systems.
(E-Po 8-11.1) (near-far relationship):
Piotr Graff describes this as synonymous, in the world of photography, with
“depth of focus.” In Polish, this is głębia
ostrości. Karolina Pawlikowska used a
different synonym: “depth of field.”
(Po-E 8-11.8) (Odbiór godzin nadliczbowych): The answer, Piotr Graff
reports, is embedded in the question:
“Payment for overtime is available in
compliance with applicable Labor
Code provisions.” The phrase in bold
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Professional Liability
Insurance Program

Address your queries and responses to The Translation Inquirer, 112 Ardmoor Avenue, Danville, Pennsylvania 17821. E-mail
address: jdecker@uplink.net. Please make your submissions by the first of each month to be included in the next issue.
Generous assistance from Per Dohler, proofreader, is gratefully acknowledged.

preceding the particle lub (or) is
explained after it. (Odbiór is a weird
corporate word for “receiving payment
for,” and normally means “reception”
in all senses of the word. It is a vile corruption, Piotr says, of standard Polish,
so it is not surprising that a non-native
speaker would get flummoxed.
(Pt-F [E] 8-11.9) (internos): Deborah
Schindler took the time to respond to
this query at great length, which we
appreciate. There is no way her entire
response can be reproduced here, but
here is her rendering in English:
“spherical valves with a cast iron body,
interiors in Teflon DN coated stainless
steel, thread sizes according to BSP, of
50.8 mm and 101.6 mm.” She believes
the manufacturer coats the interlocking
threads on the interiors of the valves
with Teflon so they glide easily and do
not require lubrication.

The responses were short and sweet
this time, but the absence of a July
Translation Inquirer, due to my surgery, contributed to this. Back in July
2009, I had the pleasure of attending
ATA’s Medical Translation Seminar in
San Diego. The presentations were of
a high professional caliber, and I
remember thinking that I would never
be able to measure up to this level of
expertise. Now I am not so sure. Up
close and personal during my recent
surgery, I got to know the various
nerves in the brain and the areas they
control in the rest of the body. Work as
a surgeon on any one of these nerves,
and you are likely to find that the
others manifest some sort of at least
temporary dysfunction due to the fact
that they are so close together. Nerves
are like sphinxes, providing no information about the timetable by which
they are likely to return to normal.
Live and learn!

Protect yourself and your
career with comprehensive
coverage designed exclusively
for the translating/interpreting
industry.
Program Highlights:
✓ Coverage for Translation and
Interpreting Services Including:
tEditing
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✓ Coverage for Contingent Bodily
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(Sp-E 8-11.10) (N.I.): Graciela
Daichman reverts to English for her
response: “Not Identified.”
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CZ4VCDPOUSBDUPST

Three Ways to Connect to ATA
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✓ HIPPA/HITECH Coverage Option
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PSWJTJUVTPOUIFXFCBU
http://ata.haysaffinity.com
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Humor and Translation

Mark Herman
hermanapter@cmsinter.net

The Bard of Translation

Sharon Neeman

has been
translating legal, patent-related, medical, technical, academic, and literary
texts from Hebrew, French, German,
and Italian into English since 1974,
and is a member of both ATA and the
Israel Translators Association. But that
is just her day job.
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As a composer, lyricist, singer, guitarist, and recording artist, she has created “5000 Words,” a song which has
arguably become an anthem for translators over the past couple of years. She
performs it in a YouTube video (www.
youtube.com/watch?v=O9KbQyrxSIo)
that has thus far received over 35,000

hits. And it is the title song of her CD,
which also includes 12 other non-translation compositions. Contact her at
sharon.neeman@gmail.com for purchase information.
With her kind permission, here is
“5000 Words.”
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1. The clock showed close to quitting time; my desk was
almost clear;
I thought perhaps I’d slip around the corner for a beer—
But the phone rang—and I answered—and a friendly voice
said “Hi!”
It was the secretary of a legal firm nearby.
She said, “Oh, please excuse me calling this late in the day,
But we have a new petition in a case that’s under way.
Can you translate it tomorrow? Any time by five will do—
’Cause we wouldn’t want to give the work to anyone
but you.
It’s... only... Five thousand words for tomorrow at five.”
I thought, “I’ll do that easily; I’ll scarcely have to strive.”
So I smiled and said, “No problem; I’ll just add it to my bill,
And you’ll send a check on Friday?” And she said, “You
know we will.”
2. I set to work at eight AM; I cut my lunch date short.
By five the stuff was ready to be filed before the Court.
I sent it off by e-mail and I made a cup of tea—
And the phone rang—and I answered—and a lawyer said
to me:
“I’ve just looked at your translation, and I think it’s
very good,
And I’d like you to translate an affidavit, if you could.
It’s the size of that petition—well—perhaps a little more—
And you know that I’d be grateful if you’d have it
in by... four...
It’s... only... Six thousand words for tomorrow at four.”
I thought, “I’ll get up early; I’ve a longish day in store.”
And I shrugged and said, “No problem; I’ll just add it to
my bill,
And you’ll send a check on Friday?” And he said, “You
know we will.”
3. I hit the desk at seven and I ate my lunch alone.
I never touched the Solitaire or gossiped on the phone.
At four o’clock I sent it off and shook my weary head—
And the phone rang—and I answered—and the junior
partner said:
“I really have to thank you for a job superbly done,
And I’m sure you’ll be delighted, ’cause we’ve got
another one:

I’ve just finished my summation, and you know how glad
I’d be
If your excellent translation could be on my desk by... three...
It’s... only... Eight thousand words for tomorrow at three.”
I thought, “It won’t be easy... but I’ll have the evening free.”
So I sighed and said, “No problem; I’ll just add it to my bill,
And you’ll send a check on Friday?” And she said, “You
know we will.”
4. I started at five-thirty, and my lunch was just a snack.
At three I typed the last few words and sent the e-mail back.
I flexed my aching fingers and I silently rejoiced—
And the phone rang—and I answered—and the senior
partner’s voice
Said, “You really are a wonder, and your talents are unique—
In fact, that’s why we’ve kept you very busy all this week;
Now, I know that it’s short notice, but I have to count on you—
For the Judge needs my rebuttal to be on her desk at... two...
It’s... only... Ten thousand words for tomorrow at two.”
I thought, “How can I tell him that it’s just too much to do?”
But I groaned and said, “No problem; I’ll just add it to my bill,
And you’ll send a check on Friday?” And he said, “You
know we will.”
5. I staggered in at four a.m.; I never ate a bite,
But I got it done by two, although it was a trifle tight.
I was dizzy, I was queasy, and I thought I’d never budge—
But the phone rang—and I answered—and by God, it was
the Judge!
She said, “I know you’re tired, and I really hate to ask,
But there’s no one in the city that can do this one last task:
For I’ve handed down my ruling,” and she gave a
modest cough,
“And at one PM tomorrow, the courier takes off...
It’s... only... Twelve thousand words for tomorrow at one.”
My mind screamed, “No, Your Honor! There are things that
can’t be done!”
But the words came out “No problem; I’ll just add... it...
to... my... bill—”
And it’s been four months since Friday, and the buggers
owe me still!

Herman is a librettist and translator. Submit items for future columns via e-mail to hermanapter@cmsinter.net or via snail mail to Mark Herman,
1409 E Gaylord Street, Mt. Pleasant, MI 48858-3626. Discussions of the translation of humor and examples thereof are preferred, but humorous
anecdotes about translators, translations, and mistranslations are also welcome. Include copyright information and permission if relevant.
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ATA’s Directory of Language Services
Business For Sale

Volunteers Needed

Interpreting/Translation

The National Language Service Corps (NLSC) is a public

Washington, DC metro

civilian organization made up of on-call multilingual

Email: languages.va@gmail.com

volunteers willing to offer their diverse language skills
to help communities and government agencies. The

Interpreting Equipment Rental
Transmitter/Receivers
Weekly or Monthly
Landmark Audio Technologies

organization’s goal is to provide and maintain a readily
available civilian corps of individuals certified in English
and other languages. To find out more or to apply,
please visit nlscorps.org.

Connect to ATA on
Facebook
http://tinyurl.com/38xqgsm

Call 888-677-4387

ATA Members Can Access
The ATA Chronicle Online
All ATA members have access to complete issues of

The ATA Chronicle, from 2000 to the present, on ATA's
website. Each issue is posted there as a PDF. Just log onto
the Members Only section today and start reading!

The best professional
technical translations,
especially for Euro, African
and Brazilian Portuguese.
Quality, reliability, speed. Let us
help you optimize your project.

www.cybertecusa.com
800.769.7891
Fax 908.245.5434
mail@cybertecusa.com

Order Your
Copy Today!

Live and On-Demand Training for
Professional Translators and Interpreters

For more information, visit
www.atanet.org/webinars

American Translators Association: A Professional Journey
History of the American Translators Association
1959-2009

In 1959, a small group of individuals in the translation business sat down at lunch and began a
professional organization called the American Translators Association. It was a promising start. Two years
earlier, the launch of Sputnik I had sparked an unprecedented demand for translation, especially in technical
and scientific fields. Finally, the little understood work of translators and interpreters was gaining recognition
in the U.S. The time was right to promote and advocate for the profession. What happened next? Find out
that and more in the Association’s 50th anniversary commemorative book, American Translators Association:
A Professional Journey. To order: www.atanet.org/publications.
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Reserve your
Spot today!
Did you know?
•

60% of readers turn to The ATA Chronicle as
their primary source of information about the
translation and interpreting professions.

•

81% of subscribers read the advertisements in
The ATA Chronicle.

•

36% of readers BUY products in The ATA
Chronicle advertisements.
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Increase your company’s
visibility by placing an ad in
The ATA Chronicle.

Contact:
Caron Mason, CAE
caron@atanet.org

+1-703-683-6100
EXT. 3003
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